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Count on us!

With ICOID,
you're never alone
up there
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he IC-A20 MKII is your guarantee

channel memori es, programme and memory

that whatever happens you will

scan capabilities provide simplicity of

never be alone in the skies. This powerful
handheld transceive r acts like a dependable

The IC-A2O MKII provides immediate

navigator and co-pilot, ensuring you never

emergency frequency access and full y meets

lose contac t with your base or the ground.

the tough requirements of the Department of

IC OM's state of the art VO R navigation
system includes Course Deviation Indicator
and Automatic Bearing Set System, and

to a ir transceivers.
No wonder pilots all around the world ,
depend on the proven communication skills

your aircraft's location by rece iving signals

of ICOM, wherever they fly.

from 2 VOR stations. So you always know

For further information call free on (008 ) 3 38 915

where you are and where you are heading.

or write to Reply Paid 1009 lcom Australia Pty Ltd

turning knob or illuminated keypad, while 20

2

Transport and Communications for ground

includes DVO R mode that lets you find out

A dual tuning system allows you to use the

IC - A20 MKD

operation that few other models can match.

P. O. Box 1162 Windsor Victoria 3 181
Telephone (03) 529 7582

A.C.N . 006092575

ICOM Austral,a's warran, y" only applicable 10 products purchased from their authorised Australian Dealers .
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For information about site ratings, sites and
other local matters, contact the appropriate
state association/region or club.

. s kysailo.r ·

Official Publication Of The
Hang GlidlngJederation of AUstralia
kysailor appears 12 times per year as a service to members. For non-members living in
Australia the subscription is Aus. $50 pa. Overseas magazine SUbscription is Aus. $65 (sent
SAL), Aus $95 Airmail. Cheques should be made
payable to and sent to HGFA.
Contributions are needed. Articles,
photographs and illustrations are all acceptable
although the editor reserves the right to edit or
delete contributions where necessary.
Articles of unknown origin will NOT be published
and all contributions should be accompanied by
the contributor's name, address and HGFA number for verification purposes.
Neither HGFA nor the editor assume responsibility for the material or opinions presented in
Skysailor.
Copyright in Skysailor is vested in the HGFA.
Copyright in articles and other contributions is
vested in each of the authors in respect of their
contribution.

S

Skysailor Contributions
All Skysailor contributions to:

Marie Jeffery
PO Box401
ALSTONVILLE 2477
Fax: (066) 285117
Ph: (066) 280356
8am-8pm
Keep the articles coming!1
We will give $50 per month for the best cover
photo sent in. It can be a black and white,
colour photo or slide.
All photos will be sent back if requested .
Please supply a stamped, self addressed envelope for their return.

ADDRESSES
DEADLINE
15th of the month (for the following month's
issue!) for contributions, market place, etc.
Market place is free to financial members please quote your number - otherwise a charge
of $5 per ad is applicable.

ADVERTISING
Advertising rates are available from the Editor.
All ads must be paid in advance. Layout,
separations and extra work incur additional
cost.

All correspondence, including membership
renewals, short term memberships, rating
forms and other administrative matters should
be sent to:

HANG GLIDING FED. OF AUSTRALIA
PO Box 558
TUMUT NSW 2720
Tel (069) 472 888,
Fx/AH Answer Machine 069 474328
PRESIDENT
Andrew Humphries
09 3816053
018917537

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
Ian Jarman
069 472888 BH
069474328 Fax/AH Ans M

Southern Region NSW
25 Beverley Ave
Warilla NSW 2528
Pres. James Nathaniel
(042) 971923
Northern NSW Region 19 Gladswood Gds,
Double Bay NSW 2028
Sec. Steve Hocking (02) 3274484
5th Qld
ACTHGA
PO Box 3496
PO Box 149
Manuka 2603
Kenmore a 4069
Sec. Gary Lilley
Phil Pritchard
(06) 2925302
018 761193
Pres. Phil Robinson
James Christenson,
Sec. & PR
018625181
(07) 2026342 H
8642788 W
Nth Qld:12 VanEldik Av
Andergrove a 4740
HGAWA
Pres. Fran Wing
PO Box82
079415995 W
South Perth 6151
079417304 H
Sec/Trs: Ron Huxhagen
Sec. Michael Dorrough
(09) 2746014
(079) 552913
VicHGA
PO Box 400
Prahran 3181
Sec. John Twomey
(03) 3972612 H

TasHGA
31 Hillside Cres
West Launceston 7250
Sec. Steve Cameron
(003) 311561 H

SAHGA
1 Sturt St
Adelaide 5000
Sec. Rob Woodward
(06) 29775323

PG Convenor
Stuart Andrews
PO Box 9
Tooma NSW 2642
(069) 484461

Trike Committee members:
Chris Brandon, Convener, Merewether 049 631221
Paul Mollison, Certification, Newcastle 049499199
Kevin Magennis, Safety, Taree 065 565265
Joe Scott, Competitions & PR, Byron Bay 066
842616
Neville Hoger, Registration, Mackay 079 577142
Johanne Parniczky, Secretary, Newcastle, Ph 049
375556

HGFAMerchandise
Support your sport!

Official HGFA T-shirt featuring breast pocket, colour logo and quote on the back

Cap
Coffee mug
Leather Key Ring - metal with full colour enamel logo
Metal Lapel Badge
Car stickers
Embroidered badge
Book, 'Hang Gliding for Beginner Pilots '
Full Colour 1992/93 HGFA calendar
Australian Open video
HGFA windsocks, multicoloured with HGFA logo
... Topogmphic maps for all areas at discount prices •••

$19.95
9.00
6.95
5.95
4.00
2.00
2.95
50.00
10.00
39.95
40.00

Please add $2.50 pp for all orders or $7.00 pp if order includes book and $3.05 pp for calendars

HGFA, PO Box 558, TumutNSW 2720, Ph: 069-472888, Fx: 069-474328
Discounts available for bulk purchases
Cheque, money order, bankcard, visa and mastercard accepted, phone orders welcome
Actual prices may vary from those shown. Terms: payment with order. Delivery 14 days when ex stock.
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CLUBS
Canungra Hang
Gliding Club (Bris.)
Pres. Ken Gibson
073972970
Sec. Sonia Jones
075762225

Kosciusko Alpine
Paragliding Club
Pr. Gu enth er Janssen
064562276
Sec . Lisa Ryrie
062359011

Central Coast HG
Club (NSW)
Pres Alf Piper
043631 278
Sec Bob Bentley
043320096
2nd Wed Tu~~ e rah
Lakes Mem ub

North East Victorian
HG Club Inc
Pres Tony Dennis
057623292
Sec John Adams
057572945

lIIawarra Hang
Gliding Club Inc
Meet: Illawarra
Yacht Club 1st Wed
Pres Tom Reinhold
042971852
Sec W arwick Kelly
042261707
Stanwell Park Club
Pres. Andrew Nethery
042943665
Sec. Annelies Norland
042943699
meet7 .30pm lstSun
ea mo nth Helensburgh
Workers' Club

Cartoons

Gladstone HG Club
31 W ilson St
Gladstone 4680
Pres. Colan McGree
079722477
018770912
Sec. Dave Kenn edy
079781329

a

COVER PHOTO
Launch at Ben Nevis - photo

by

Alan

Marini, courtesy of the 'Baliarat
Courier'

Northern Beaches
HG Club (Syd ney)
Pres: John Hajje
029822635
Sec: Peter Ca irns
024162370
Central West HG Club
Pres - Len Paton
068537220

Cudgegong Valley
HG Club
Sec. Geoff Eustace
063722432
Capricorn Skyriders
Club
Brian Smith
Rockh ampton
079287858
Shane Newell
Yep poo n
079393769
Byron Bay H.G. Club
Pres. Brian Braby
066215725
Sec. Shirley Lake
066858147
meet 1st Wed ea month
Cairns Hang Gliding
Club ~ald)
Nev A ers
070512438 W
Marjorie Beattie
070995585 H
Sunshine Coast HG
Club (Old)
Sec. Robert Kee n
074455642
Pres. Ron Rimkus
074821664
Upper Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres Gl en Thompso n
063531239

Sec. Jenny Gand erton
068537220
Tres. Mark Madden
063622927

Sec. Lucas Trihey
047871480
Mid North Coast HG
Assoc (NSWJ.,
Pres. Craig orth
065592713
Sec. Grant Armstrong
065537095 H
Fx 065 835972 W
Ben Leonard
065821966

Newcastle HG Club
Pres Simon Lewis
049261829
018689243
Sec Neva Bull
049573069
"PG" Ian Ladyman
049498946

Sutton Forest Flyers
Pres. Don Farrar
042840221H
Sec. David Jones
04861 1699W
048894182H

Lower Blue Mts
HG Club
Pres. David Middleton
026236961
Sec. Michael Shyne
027243405

Southern H.G. Club
Pres. Russell Dobso n
035445658 1st Tues
Anchor & Hope Tav
Church St Richmond

Sky High
p arag lidin~?Ub

Pres. Ken itchelhill
03 8879173 ah
03 2882480 bh
Sec . Christin e Danger
054283185 ah
1st Wed Retreat Hot
226 Ni cholso n St
Abbotsford

Townsville Hang
Gliding Assoc.
Pres Brad Cooper
077 792853
Sec Robin Dawso n
077 819182 H
077 819432 W

Eastern H.G. Club
Peter Batchelor
037353095
Greg With ers
038763981 meet 3rd
Wed Oli nda Hotel Ma in
St, Lilydale (n. rail line)

Whitsundays HG CI.
Sec. Ron Huxhagon
079552913
Great Lakes HGC
Pres. Jim Parsons
065554077
Sec Steve Bailey
065547600
Fx 065 554855

Dalwallinu HG Club
Pres. An drew Humphries
093816053
Sec Graham Camero n
093812423 H
0938 138 00 W
Christian Flyers
Ian Lobb
Stanwell Park
042941656

Sydney HG Club
Pres Cl ive Gilmou r
042941261
Sec Steve Hocking
023274484

Tamworth-Manilla HGC
Andrew Pepper
067654520, 018416258

Richard Ril ey
067821267

Hang Gliding Federation of Australia Inc
PO Box 558, Tumut NSW 2720
Ph : 069 47 2888, Fx: 069474328
Assisted by th e A ustralian Spo rts Co mmission
office use only

Membership Application
Address :

Name:
. Occupation:

. State:
. Sex: M/F

Phone Hm

Postcode:
Birthdate:

Payment Deta ils: $

Cheque / Mo ney Order / Mastercard / Ba nkca rd / Visa

Expiry Date:

Card #: . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .

Signature: .
HGFA Schedule of Fees
$125 12 months (FULL) Membersbip
$11 5 (Nth-NSW) 12mths FULL Membersbip
$135 (SA) 12 mths FULL membersbip
$20
PHG Pi lots Operati onal Levy
$50
Additional Family Member (12 month s)
$25
Rejoining Admini stration Fee
$45
Sbort Term Membersbip (4 months)
$45
Visiting Pilot Membersbip (4 month s)

4

$ 15

Trial /Instruction al Aigbt(TIF)
7 Days total avai labl e through in structors on ly

$50
$65
$95
$5
$15
$10
$5

(12 issu es)"Sk ysail or" Subscription (NonO y)
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Overseas (sent SAL)
Overseas (Sent Ainn . il)
FAI Li cence
PHG Ops Manual
Comps Manual
Tow Manual s
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are not many articles with "valuable information
for the newcomer". I would agree with him that
Skysailor articles do lack some depth. However,
technical material arriving in my letterbox is
sparse. Australian pilots have an amazing
amountofskill and knowledge -Iet'ssharesome
of it around. Don't be guilty of saying, 'Someone Else can write it,' because as you'll read on
page 12 there's bad news about 'Someone Else'!

Whoops! Apparently I've managed to stir up
a hornet's nest by publishing a particular
'technical' article which was viewed as not very
correct by the masses. Hopefully this won't
occur again, as it is now policy to have all such
'technical' articles pre-viewed and okayed by
the Paragliding Committee and/or the Operations Manager. Too often in the past I have not
had such expertise to fall back on, so it's a relief
to have Craig in position, although he's sometimes a bit hard to find under the mountain of
paperwork! I trust all authors will be understanding of this policy. Remember, Skysailor
has a wide audience and it would be imprudent
(and unsafe!) for the 'power of the press' to lead
some of our members astray.
Plenty of letters this month with many interesting points. One of our readers states thatthere

The 1993 Paragliding Ladder can be found on
page 20. Due to space limitations in this issue
onl y the total has been given. The full ladder can
be obtained from Stuart Andrews on 069
48446l.
Well out of time and out of space. Until next
month, safe flying.

Marieleffery

Geoff Tulloch undergoes a fitness test at
the Australian Institute of Sport - pM
Zupanc. See article page 21.

As I sit warm and cosy at my keyboard, it's
raining and blowing a gale outside, courtesy of
Cyclone Roger. I hope my roof stays on and
wonder if this is it for summer flying! And as
you receive this issue, I'll be en route to Japan
to attend the 3rd Womens World Championships as Team Assistant to cheer our ladies on
to victory. Because of this, your May issue will
be a little late. Apologies for any inconvenience
- I don't often take holidays!
A little note to our contributors -let's keep the
language of your articles above board, guys and
girls. That includes risque innuendos, nicknames etc. I know most of us have a sense of
humour, but I don't want to offend anyone and,
remember, Skysailor is sent to libraries and
many different associations other than HGFA
pilots. Keep that sort of thing for the after-Oight
pub talk!

ONSHORE PARAGLIDERS
CORRADO CHALLENGER C - From Pro Design a true breakthrough in performance and ease
of handling. Suitable for both intermediate and advanced pilots. Amazing stability and handling in
difficult conditions with ClassA/B SHV Acpuls rating. High speed (45 km/hr) and superb glide (7:1)
make this the canopy that finally bridges the gap between high performance expert only and
intermediate with intermediate performance. A test Oight will surprise and even convince the
sceptics. Fly the canopy which has the highest measured glide of any certified canopy (Sezau Austria
'92) and the speed which won the Torrey Pines air race. From $4750
CORRADO CHALLENGER - Firmly dedicated to the intermediate
class, a well proven performer under varied conditions as well as goodnaturedness in difficult piloting situations. Excellentglide ratio (measured
at 6.4 to 1) and easy handling. New type of speed system extends speed
range to more than 40 km/hr. Suitable for both begilUling and intermediate
pilots. SHV Acpuls Class A. From $3850
DIABLO New for '92, good perfonnance intermediate canopy, 3 riser,
laminated upper surface for longer life, speed system, ACPULS all 'A'
certification, froIll $3250

Challenger C (Expert)

Like a second cbance? Our emergency paracbutes start from $595 with
or sbort bridle.
IlaU wind speed indicators - $45.00.
Ilarnesses - severallypes available.
lon~

Corrado Challenger

Call for prices on second-hand canopies from $1200

GatTY Stevenson
34 Cambra Road Selmont Vic 3216

Phone 018351389 BH, AH/Fax 052432185
*** A paragliding licence is required for any glider purchase ***
April 1993
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Letter~
Dear Marie and Friends

I'm off on my honeymoon to Europe over May
'93 and I'm gonna try to sneak a bit (or a lot) of
hang gliding in with all the mushy stuff. It's not
going to be a popular idea so, to be discreet, I'm
not bringing my glider. However, I'll secrete my
pod and instruments amongst the luggage and
tell her it's an industrial strength hairdryer. To
get some tlying in though, I'll need to hire a kite
over there and am appealing to your readers for
information on how to go about it. What I'm
after is the name and contact number of a person,
school or shop with a good intermediate or advanced kite for hire, and any details of the best
sites. I can't transport the glider on my hire car
so I'm also after cheap accommodation close by.
I've told her the Austrian Alps are especially
romantic this time of year but I can get to Switzerland, France, Germany etc with similar
stories, wherever there's some place I can hire a
glider.
(fanyone has the type of information I'm after,
please call me reverse charges after hours on 03
8163425.
And remember, nota word to the missus or it's
my balls.

Ken (Hi Ethel) Crowe, 33999
Ed's note: I'll bet your wife already knows
what you 're up to! However, I suggest you contact the manufacturers to get the names of their
agents overseas. You might be able to make
some contacts that way.

Dear Marie
I recently bought a second hand Sjostrom vario
from Dave Evans through Skysailor. He was
updating to the new model. He had just sent it to
Phil Sjostrom for a checkup before deciding to

To The Editor

sell it. Anyway, a few days later I got a phone
call from Phil Sjostrom saying that he'd done a
bit of an upgrade on it, i.e. put in a new speaker
like the new model as well as a 12 month warranty. When I asked how much for upgrading it,
he said 'No charge.' Wow! I had heard how
wonderful Phil is from a number of pilots and
now I know why.
Many thanks, Phil.
I hope other pilots think twice before they try
any other brand of vario/a ltimeter. I know I'll
always stick to a Sjostrom.

Debbie Smeeton, 34209
An Invitation to a Flying Tour of Europe

Dear Marie
I' m an Australian pilot on a working holiday in
the United Kingdom . On June 1st, however, I' m
starti ng a 3 month tl yi ng tour of Europe wi th my
wife and at least one Australian pilot friend who
is tlying out to join us. It is the second part of a
long cherished dream; a world tlying tour of all
those exotic places we get occasional enticing
glimpses of in Skysailor, and many we don't.
The first part (my time in Britain) was a quest
to see for myself why the English consistently
produce such good pilots. I' m sure I know the
answer now, and it's ll.Q1 brilliant sites or great
weather! But that is another Skysailor story to
come.
On the premise of 'the more the merrier ', this
is an invitation to any experienced hang and
paraglider pilots who might be interested in
joi ni ng us for all or any part of the trip. There is
at least one spot available in our station wagon
(on a petrol sharing basis) but if a bigger group
is interested, I can advise about hiringlbuying
cars.

Champion in a twist ... others watch as Heinz Bobner assists
Peter Champion lau.nch in not too friendly conditoins at the NSW Paragliding Championships at Tumu.t - p Colleen Doyle

We havea speci fic agenda organised, and plan
to spend a week or so in each place so we are not
too rushed. To keep costs reasonable we will be
camping most of the time but occasionally have
organised cheap alternative accommodation already e.g. Ager in Spain. For parts of the trip we
will be joined by European friends, e .g.
Austrians in Spain, and Swiss at Fiesch.
A rough outline of our itinerary is as follows:
1. First week of June: A slow drive south
through central France to the Spanish
Pyrenees, after catching the ferry from
England to Brittany;

2. Remainder of June: Three stops in Spain,
including Ager (home of the 1995 Hang
Gliding Worlds) and Piederahita, near
Madrid.
3. All of J ul y: A slow tour of the French
Alps, beginning in the south-east with the
dozens of sties like St Andre Les AI ps and
Laragne (home of last year's French Hang
Gliding Open and the overseas round of
the British league). From here it is north
into the high alps around Grenoble, Annecy and Chamonix;
4 . First week of August: The Fiesch va lley in
Southern Switzerland, home of the 1989
Hang Gliding Worlds;
5. Second week of August: Northern
Slovenia's limestone Dolomites, including
Mt Mangrt with its 4200 feet drop tot he
valley tloor;
6. Remainder of August: Austria revisited
(we were there in 1992 and I can't keep
away); and
7. Back to England.
Interested? You can contact me at:
5 York House, Yardley-Gree n Unit, YardleyGreen Rd., Birmingham B95PY
Home phone: 021 766 6611, then extension
2669 (but go through the hospital operator!)
Or contact: Darren
5691072 H.

Gosling, Sydney (02)

Brett Bricknell

Dear Marie
Hello, I would like to tell other pilots abo ut an
incide nt that occurred at Eungella, 1992.
On day two of the Queensland Hang Gliding
Championships, I was caught on the lee side of
a mountain ridge. A mixture of turbul ence, and
severe si nk put me in an un e nvi able positio n. It
wasn't until the last 20 seconds I rea lised there
was no escape.
I felt that any attempt at a 'tree landing' was
dangerous as well as impossible, considering the
height and irregular spacing of my potential
' targets '. Also I was acutely aware of a serious
accident that had occurred on the previous day
involving a fellow pilot, who was hospitalised

6
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approved instructors and
learn to fly safely through
the HGFA system.

Debbie Smeeton's Sting 118 dwarfed by a Dream 220
as a result of clipping trees after failing to reach
a landing paddock.
After quickly weighing up my alternatives, I
decided that the deployment of my chute was my
only option. One hundred feet above the trees, I
pulled the cord of my 'Second Chantz Recovery
System'. Within 3 seconds my parachute was
fully opened and I was deposited in the canopy
of an 80 foot gum tree .
I spent the next six ' fun-filled' hours 50 feet
in the air reliving my experience while I waited
for my rescuer~ . There was no way down
without climbing gear.
Seconds before I was certain there was no way
I would be walking away from this one! It was
unbelievable but I had escaped without a
scratch, although my ego will never be the same.
I'm sure lowe my life to the fast deployment
of my pocket rocket. I am convi nced, and strongly recommend that all pilots do consider this
system . 1 believe it is the best parachute system
on the market today, and I will be 'singing its
praises' to all within earshot.
My sincere thanks to all those who assisted
with my rescue and retrieval especially Bill Korneef, who guided the S.E.S . to my location by
flying above me in his trike.
Safe flying

Glenn Duncan
Note: Second Clumtz Recovery Systems are
available in Australih from Chris Hunter, 13
Bamview Crt, Morphett Vale 5162, phone 08
3220813.
Dear Editor
As a member of both the HGFA and the AUF, I
noticed in the last AUF magazine, some concern
for the standard of trike instruction under the
HGFAsystem . I think it is important to take into
account that the HGFA system is still young and
the instructors in many cases are fairly new to
the system. I personally hold both AUF and
HGFAlicences. From previous experience it has
always been virtually impossible to get a trike
licence or endorsement through the AUF and
almost all the trike experience is concentrated
within the HGFA.
It seems that finally the budding student trike
pilot can at least get access to qualified CAA

April 1993

I have recently sold a
Pegasus XL aircraft to a
staunch AUF member who
flew from Perth to Tony
Dennis (HGFA instructor)
at Benalla, Victoria (via airlines), did 4 days conversion to weight shift then
flew successfully back to
Perth on his new Pegasus
XLtrike. The AUF haveapproved his conversion to
weight shift. (Congratulations to Alan Stockdale)

I think itwill be important for the AUF and the
HGFA to inter-relate more on trike matters in
the future. Especially as more and more 3 axis
AUF pilots are showing interest in weight shift
aircraft but have no access to AUF trike instruction.

John Goodrich, CFI, Sky Cycles
Dear Marie
I have been a member of the HGFA for almost
a year now, and every month I look forward to
reading Skysailor. As a novice hang glider pilot,
however, there is a decided lack of valuable
information available to us as newcomers to this
sport.
In the January 1993 edition of Skysailor,
Rosie Fletcher suggested that the
HGFA could do more to promote the
sport of hang gliding by directing
money towards the development of a

weak, or some other reason which prevents you
from flying!!
Many novice pilots become disenchanted and
very frustrated with the sport after only a few
hours of air time, reasons for this include:

•

The inherent dangers associated with the
sport during the early days (months) of a
novices flying career.

•

The limited number of novice sites where a
novice can safely fly.

•

The HUGE investment and wasted time
required to evaluate the new environments
(prevailing wind conditions, estimating
flyability, seasonal changes, sources of accurate weather conditions and forecasts,
etc).

•

The difficulty in establishing contact with
the people who know (advanced pilots) because they generally fly at advanced sites.

•

Difficulty in becoming part of the in-gang
of advanced or long term pilots who can
provide this valuable information and assistance.

•

The time it takes to get the required flying
hours before an intermediate rating can be
obtained (and thus the capability of flying
many more sites) .

I do not know the statistics, but it has
suggested that only 1 in 10 pilots who
through a hang gliding school and gain
novice certificate continue with the sport

been
pass
their
'.

promotional video. "A video contain- [ . jr.:::::: III:. ~:
ing coastal flying, hot aerobatics, high
inland flying and groovy music". Rosie
goes on to say, "If our sport was
marketed correctly we would have
many more pilots, more money, and
more chance of sponsorship. "
I agree that promoting our sport as
safe, and the HGFA as a responsible
controlling organisation is an excellent
idea . I believe however, there are many

'·:;: :·:~~:: ~·~!·~ : !'c:~:~:""':: n0;J~Jj~tw~~;~;~l~A':~j

club
statecould
levelsbewhich
cost t
done would
at the local
thingsand
which
the HGFA nothing, yet increase the
numbe r of pilots. This would be
achieved by holding onto those which
have decided to take it up and give it a
go.

)

{J

i~~'~I]~~~~.~~;I;I~~~~J~I~~~[I~~[.~~~~!I~1 1

Hang gliding is unlike most normal " .....
sports such as bike riding, wir.d surfing,snow skiing etc. In these sports you
can generally decide to go for a bike
ride, and 5 minute slater you're into it.
Or plan a weekend snow skiing, and
spend most of the weekend in the snow.
For the novice hang glider pilot this
does not seem to be the case. you spend
many hours in the car to arrive at a site
where the wind is off, too strong, too
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:Letters
... continued... J:
long term (greater than a year). Through what I
have seen I can believe this, (it may be useful for
the HGFA to provide these statistics). It seems
logical that if we could double this figure to 2 in
10, or perhaps even higher by addressing some
of the issues raised above, then we would also
see a significant jump in the HGFA membership
numbers.
People take up sports for many different
reasons, I have always been keenly interest in
aviation. If not for this keen interest and dedication, I too would have dropped out of this sport
due to the reasons explained above. I believe if
we can make the sport easier for newcomers we
would see the numbers of pilots grow dramatically.
I have a number of suggestions which would
help the novice pilots, and could be easily implemented if the state, clubs and regions focused
on helping the novice pilots .

* Novice days or weekends
Set a day or weekend each month for example, where a couple of advanced pilots
take a group of novice pilots flying. The
advanced pilots decide on a suitable site
location for the weekend, a contact phone
number is provided so the novice pilots can
call up and obtain directions, etc. The advanced pilots then assist with site information, potential dangers, launch, and general
encouragement.

* Instruc tor support genera II y stops after the
student completes their course. Yet it is the
instructor who the student (now novice)
pilot has the closest relationship with in the
hang gliding fraternity. I believe the instructors could do a lot more to bring more novice
pilots together, and promote their evolvement at the club levels.

instructor supplies radios, tow equipment,
recovery etc. Novice pays $50 or $100, and
a couple of days later has his endorsement
and a few more hours in the air. If a list of
novice pilots was maintained by the club, it
would be quite easy to contact a number of
keen and interested pi lots to attend.

*

Focus and encourage the novice pilot
Most competitions and other organised
events are aimed at the more advanced pilot,
so us novice pilots feel left out. If events
were planned, and aimed directly at the
novice pilot they would feel much more a
part of the hang gliding gang.

* Involvement in clubs
Novices are generally not considered when
most awards, or recognitions at the club
level are given out. A novice top landing for
the first time can be a major achievement for
that person, yet is regarded as humdrum by
most other club members .

* Set up a "Novice Corner" in Skysailor
A section devoted tot he novice pilot focusingon useful information, hints and tips,and
events which may be of little use or irrelevant to most advanced pilots, but very
relevant to the novice.
Almost all the pilots I have meton the hill have
been extremely helpful, providing encouragement, site information, and other very useful
knowledge. If this could be increased by focusing the clubs and the HGFA on the advancement
of the novice pilot, then I believe many more
people would continue with the sport, and many
more people would be introduced to it.
I have heard some people suggest that it is the
initiation phase of the sport, and that we have to
pay our dues. This is a defeatist attitude when
there are many things that can be done to encou rage, impart knowledge and develop the skill
of the advancing novice pilot in a safe manner.

Don ' t take this letter as general criticism, it is
aimed
at trying to invoke some thought in the
courses or workshops for the novice pilots .
area
of
how things could be changed so the
For example a tow endorsement wee ke nd,
average novice does not feel left out, which
should in turn
A tandem launch at Stanwell tops with new parag/ider design
help the HGFA
top right. The double canopy perhaps? - photo David Ferreira
increase its
numbers.
, have and will
continue to
enjoy
this
sport. I learn a
little
more
every time I
load up my
glider and head
off to a site and I LOVE to
fly!!

* Instructors could provide ongoing training,

r.

My thanks to
all those who
have helped me
to fly, my instructor, and
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the many pilots who have provided invaluable
assistance on the hill!!!
Sincerely
Step/len Peters, 22794

Dear Marie
My name is Richard Riley. I am from Barraba
and do a ll my flying i the Manill a-Barraba area.
Through my involvementin hang gliding, I've
met some weird and wonderful people. My most
recent experience with these people was with a
contingent of the Stanwell Park mob, headed by
Tony Armstrong and Danny Scott. Along with
them came a group of keen pilots eager to try
their hand at thermalling.
I would like to give my driver a wrap before I
continue; Mick C1aydon, the most dedicated
hang driver in the north and north-west. He has
driven for me continuously for the past 6-7
months; weekday, weekend, it doesn ' t matter to
him . Thank you, Mick .
Back to the point, Mick and I arrived at
Toddy's, the usual meeting place only to find
two paraglider pilots being Cameron "Hippy"
Young and Stefan Tobler, a Swiss pilot. Hippy
reassured me that the rest of the mob would soon
arrive. They didn't soon arrive so we passed a
motion togo the hill. We arrived to find 20 knots
gusting to 30 at times. The punters decided not
to fI y so they found it in the ki ndness of thei r
hearts to help me off. I h ad a nice fly that day.
The Stanwell mob arrived but they found it
strongon launch and didn ' t fly. I felt quick lucky
to get off when I did.
I was only able to fly with the guys one day.
It was not the best day for teaching students
thermalling; a blue day with winds crossing a
little but I think all the students were stoked to
be able to get airborne. I was able to soar with
the two punters. This is very rare for me. We
flew together for over an hour. I, myself, would
rather not paraglide but to watch pilots as good
as these guys is really a treat.
If any of you have met Cameron "Hippy"
Young, I am sure you found him a full-on blast
and those of you who haven't yet met him will
a lso find him a crazy man. You can't miss him
- just think of Woodstock. Along with Hippy,
I've met the best race of people in Australia.
I hope you will all continue to come and fly
with us .

Richard Riley
Ed's Note: To the NewcastLe Hallg Glidillg
Club: Your letter has been received, and due
certain items contained within being somewhat
dated, I have been advised that the Operations
Manager will be answering the points raised in
detail. You may then wish to submit a summary
to be published in Skysailor.
To Shalle CoLLege: Your letter has been forwarded to theHGFA Management Board members, who will discuss the issues raised at the
Planning Meeting in Melbourne in order to
answer you personally. •

April 1993
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1993 Paragliding World Cup
Fordetails of dates, venues and other information phone Stuart Andrews
069484461

The Flatter Than The Flatlands
Birchip Easter Towing Competition
Including the Victoria/South Australia Challenge
Competition dates 9 - 12 April inclusive; Tuesday 13 April is a free
flying day
Entry fee $40 per person
Entries will be accepted from teams. Each team must contain a minimum
of four (4) people
Entries close Tuesday 6th April or when strips are filled.
Entries sent to: Flatter than the Flatlands, 15 Clarinda Rd, Essendon Vic
3040, phone 03 3372226, Fax 03 3303007
Contact Warwick or Alan
Sponsored by Enterprise Wings and Moyes Gliders

Towing may be used. Endorsements available from Rick Wilson or
Froggie prior to compo
Entry fee $10
Enquiries to Mark Richards (08) 2712223.

1993 World Paragliding
Championships

SA State Paragliding Championship
April 9 and 12 (Easter weekend)
Base at Snowtown

Verbier, Switzerland August 1993

Proposed sites: Barn Hill, Greens Hill, IIlawarra Hill, Lochiel Ridge and
the magnificent Horrocks Range. Excellent cross country potential.

Operations Manager's Report
A month into my employment as Ops Manager sees me heading for the
NSW Mid North Coast for a couple of days in the oftice at home before
the National Instructors' C.onference at Laurieton. A record attendance is
anticipated, with Instructors from all over Australia meeting to update their
training procedures in view of Ops Manual adoption. Ian has developed a
refined education program for instructors and will be introducing comprehensive new Coaching Manuals which will see training techniques
throughout Australia attain a higher standard.
The Ops Manual has been well received, it heralds a new era in the
evolution of our sport. Through more safety conscious operations we will
gain better public acceptance which will benefit us all.
Many areas of our sports will need to be reviewed. I would like to draw
your attention to Section 6.2.1 (b) which states that a pilot must hold the
required certificate and endorsement(s) for the flying activity to be performed. I will be encouraging Safety Officers to check all pilot certificates
in future. New pilots to a site should seek out a Safety Officer to check his
rating, and log book if necessary, before flying. This provides an ideal
opportunity to obtain any necessary local advice on flying the site.

For details contact Stuart Andrews, HGFA Paragliding Committee, PO
Box 9 Tooma NSW 2642, Ph/Fx: 069 484461 •

mended by the Instructor/SSO without the pilot needing to hold lesser
certificates for the usual time period.
This is a once only occurrence and all unrated pilots are encouraged to
take this opportunity to obtain a pilot certificate.
Please note that the role of HGFA Examiner is no longer in use. The
Operations Manual erroneously refers to HGFA Examiners. Intermediate
and Advanced Certificates can only be issued by an Instructor or Senior
Safety Officer.
I would also like to clarify Sect. 6.2.2 of the Ops Manual. This section
is not meant to prevent experienced pi lots advisi ng and assisting any pilots
once they have been instructed by a qualified instructor and achieved at
least a Novice Certificate. This 'Buddy System' as it is known is encouraged to help pilots improve their flying skills. The Manual will be
a mended to show this i nteres!.
The Manual also states that the Operations Manager is required to submit
a monthly summary of accident statistics to Skysailor. I do not yet have
the necessary information, but hope to begin to publish these summaries
next month.
Fly safely,

Craig Worth •

As HGFA records show that a quarter of our members do not hold a
currently pilot certificate, a drive to have all pilots rated is being initiated.
Many pilots failed to upgra.de their rating when the currently system was
introduced several years back. It has been decided that a pilot who has
previously held a rating but no longer does, can have a Safety Officer
recommend the issue of a certificate of a similar level. A club can make a
list of the certificates required for IIGFA and the appropriate certificates
will be issued.

PROFESSIONAL

Any pilots who have been flying for years and never acquired a rating
or endorsement will need to contact an Instructor or Senior Safety Officer
and pass the theory examinations relevant to the issue of the certific<1te or
endorsements to which their flying experience corresponds. If unknown
to the Instructor/SSO, the pilot may be required to complete a check flight.
The certificate or endorsement will then be issued to the level recom-

US/30 KALAROO ROAD, REDHEAD NSW 2290
April 1993
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Attention! Attention! Attention!
From here the real adventure begins. We ny to Port
Douglas then Cooktown
over some of the most spectacular countryside in the
world.
To all you budding trike pilots:
If you have been reading with great interest the
articles on the mega flight to Cape York or if
you're one of the many people who telephoned
wishing to know more details then I hope to
satisfy your thirst with some more information .
The actua l time of departure has changed due
to popular demand to encompass school
holidays in September/October. This later
departure date will also all ow pilots the possibilityofa return flight with favourable weather
conditions.
The actual date we will be leaving Sydney will
be Saturday 18 September 1993. So pilots further south wi II have to be here by this ti me. From
here we will drop in and pick up all the Newcastle guys who I believe are still arguing over
who stays at the Airborne factory and who gets
to fly .
Our next stop will be Taree and then to Port
Macquarie. From there we will be heading to
Coffs Harbour and then to Byron Bay where Joe
Scott has generously offered food and drinks at
a mega barbeq ue for everyone.
We say good-bye to NSW and hello to the
Sunshine State where the flying is said to be
beautiful one day and perfect th e next. W e will
be stopping on Moreton Island before picking
up the QLD conti ngent and contin uing on to
Fraser Isla nd. Having already flown in the area
I can highly recommend this to any pilot who
loves easy fl yi ng over fantast ic countryside.

Next stop Bundaberg, a wonderful town
named after a famous rum which doubles as high
octane trike fuel (bring some clean gerries for
this town). Great Keppel Island is a great place
to stop with abundant supplies of ice and coke.
From here we do our first long day's flying with
around 3 1/2 hours to Mackay, (refuelling about
half way in between). Next it's off to Bowen
then Townsville before re-stocking on ice and
coke at Dunk Island.
From here the real adventure begins. We fly
to Port Dougl as then Cooktown over some of the
most spectacular countryside in the world. By
the time we reach Cooktown we will have added
approximately 26 hours to our trikes (and other
aircraft) in around 2 weeks. The next segment,
although a small percentage of the trip, is taking
the majority of the planning because of its
remoteness . Although I have a good idea what
we will be doing I will hold off on details until
our plans are more definite. If you are interested
in flying this segment which, in my opinion, is
the most exciting part of the trip, all ow another
2 weeks of your holidays to get to Thursday
Island and then back to Cooktown. We may not
need this long but it's better to have more time
than not enough.
Some of the things we hope to organise for
participants include a large array of spare parts,
heavily discounted fuel and oil, vehicular backup all the way to the tip, discounts on equipment
prior to the trip (to get your ship in shape), and
a place in the history books.

Aerotowing from Tumut Airfield, American Cup - p Suzy Gneist

Remember our main aim is to raise money for
kids with Cancer. This could be in the form of
donations from sponsors who might like cheap
advertising or your local school raising one cent
for each kilometre you fly from hundreds of
households. The more ways of raising money
obviously the better and I'm all ears for any
suggestions anyone may have.
If you wish to participate in any or all of this
event then I need to know who you are, where
you are, what you fly, how long you will bewith
us, the endurance of your aircraft, the experience
yo u have (air time/endorsements), if you wish to
obtain your cross country endorsement, if you're
radio equipped, if you have ground crew organised, if you have a spare seat you want us to
fill, and if you wish to organise an inexpensive
return of your trike. I would like to have this
information in writing.
You will need to provide me with these details
as soon as possible in order to get an approved
cancer council kit all owing you to hunt forsponsors. On that note we're easy going with your
choices but please show some common sense
and perhaps talk to me about your choices . For
example, cigarette companies are right out.
On a final note, we've had interest from both
television and film crews wishing to make a
documentary about the trip.
Fly high, land safely
Luke Carmody, Skywise Powered Hang Gliding
92 Rowe Street
Eastwood NSW 2122
Sydney
Phone : (02) 874 5260

Notice to Trike Pilots
Dear Trike Pilots
According to our records, the following trike
registrations have not been renewed. Any information regarding these trikes would be appreciated, and I can be contacted at any
reasonable hour on 079 577142. If you have
paid, please contact the HGFA office in Tumut
quoting payment detai Is such as cheque number
etc. Outstanding fees will have to be paid before
renewal or transfer of registration is accepted .
Rego No.

Name

Tl 2004
Tl 2008
Tl 2014
Tl 2015
Tl2019
T2 2505
T2 2517
T2 2525
T2 2543

Roger Truloff
R Webster
M Murray
D King
S Newe ll
Roger Truloff
Peter Harding
George Emanue l
J Gurr

Financial To
30.6.92
30.6.92
30.6.92
30.6.92
30.6.92
30.6.92
30.6.92
30.6.92
30.6.91

Regards
Neville Hoger •
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the latest development in paragliding canopies.

Do not fly Excel!
YOU HAVE ALL THE REASONS IN THE WORLD:
• You loose friends - they will become envious.
•

You will not make new ones - you will be flying while everybody else socialises on a takeoff.

•

You'll miss all the fun with dodging other pilots - there won't be many of them close enough.

•

You have to improve your landing skills - the bloody thing simply doesn't go down ....

•

You will have much less fun with all the tucks and collapses - there will be hardly any.

•

You have to sharpen your elbows - to fight the crowd of people who want to know where you bought it.

•

You have to take a video of every nigh t - nobody is going to believe your stories ....

If I didn't give you enough reasons NOT to fly EXCEL, call me on 059 74L599. I'll give you more.

Oh, there is one thing good about it - it won't break your bank for $3900 •..•..
JUSfRA PARAGUDERS. 49 MAUDE

April 1993

sr.

ONE YEAR WARRANTY

FINANCE AVAILABLE

SPAN ............................... 10.36 M
AREA .............................. 28.4 M SQ
NUMBER OF CELLS ...49
SPEED SYSTEM .......... STANDARD
ASPECf RATIO ........... 4.6

MATERIAL ................... SKYTEX
SPEED RANGE ............ 20/37/43 K/H
MIN. SINK ...................... 1.1 MIS
GLIDE ............................ 7+
RATING ......................... 3"B"s SHY
Also available in 26 m sq slzel

MT. MARTIiA VIC 3934 TEUFAX 059 741599
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Nullarbor Challenge
The search for Lindsay Hall
by Greg Perejuan
At first we thought the job was easy, to search
the Nullarbor Plain for cave entrances using
Powered Hang Gliders. Six years later, eight
expeditions and thousands of dollars spent, we
had barely scratched the surface. We had
worked out that at the rate we were going it
would take us five hundred years or more.
It was 1987; Sid Lacy, Lindsay (stubby) Hall
and myself were flying along the Avon River
near York, W A. The Tri kes we flew were
"Home Builts," made three years earlier.
Sadly our hang gliding days were drawing to
a close. Much of our flying had become
repetitious and, with many bureaucracies closing in on us, it made our pioneering spirits fade.
As we banked and landed, we caught a
glimpse of a tall, thin man standing watching us
from afar. There was something intriguing about
this person. He appeared anxious about something as he watched us pack up. I decided to
approach him as I was becoming curious.

He asked "Are you Greg Perejuan?" My
mouth dropped open and I answered with a wary
"Yes."
This man's name was Wayne Tyson, and I was
to hear his unusual proposi tion. For years he had
searched for and explored caves on the Nullarbor Plain . We did not know it then, but the
Nullarbor is thesingle largest piece oflimestone
in the world, and contains hundreds of cave
systems . Some are big enough to fly a plane into.
To search for caves, Wayne had used aerial
photographs taken by aircraft back in the sixties.
The problem was that the photos didn't give the
details he needed. Some of the cave entrances
were no bigger than your hand.
In his latest travels, Wayne had come across
some historical notes about an explorer named
J. Maitland Thomson . Back in the early 1950's,
Thomson used Tiger Moths to look fo r caves.
The Tiger Moths were ideal because the were
slow and rugged. Unfortunately the expeditions
stopped because of the expense in their operation.
Wayne needed an inexpensive way to search
for caves by air. That was the proposition he
made to us. After months of preparation and
training, we set off with twelve cavers to the
Nullarbor on Expedition Mark One, Easter
1988.
Our first expedition was a mixture of success
and chaos. Flying the Nullarbor was a totally
new experience. Our5.00 AM start was cold and
still, with the silence of a flat desert. The noise
of our three trikes turned to the sound of thunder
as we commenced our search.

12

The system was simple. At a height of one
hundred feet A.G .L. you fly a grid pattern by
compass, making sure you cover every inch of
ground.
As we flew, our eyes scanned the surface,
.Iooking for something unusual. Limestone outcrops to dark contrasts. Some obvious signs for
caves not much bigger than rabbit holes.

When we ca me in sight of a cave, we would
have to 360 over the top of it and transmit our
position. Our first expedition yielded twenty
brand new caves. They were not large caves, but
it was a start.
As trike pilots, the thought of exploring caves
seemed boring and pointless, but we were soon
forced to eat humble pie. Can you imagine prising rocks away from an entrance to reveal a long
shaft leading to a cavern deep below? To us it
was like peeling away time. As it turned out, this
was "true adventure."

Sadly our hang gliding days
were drawing to a close.
Much of our flying had become repetitious and, with
many bureaucracies closing in on us, it made our
pioneering spirits fade.
The first expedition opened up the flood gates.
We became 'Plane Caving' Inco rporated. Our
membership grew to a manageable thirty, and
we had gathered together some of the most
experienced people ever to enter this kind of
club.
The list goes on: underwater cave divers, a
doctor, a palaeontologist, two biologists, pilots,
electrical and mechanical engineers and adventure instructors, that included rock climbers to
mountaineers. All that expertise was combined
with speleological skills . As Plane Caving Inc.,
we had become 'speleo legends in our own
lunchtime.'
Between us we had clocked up over three
hundred hours of flying and covered large sections of the Nullarbor. With forethought, we had
brought video equipment along and filmed
milny of our expeditions. We now have, captured on film, the pathway to cave discoveries,
which was not available to the early cave explorers.
One of our large finds was Lindsay Hall cave,
dedicated to our friend, trike pi lot Lindsay
(Stubby) Hall, who had succombed after a long
history of cancer. We also dedicated our doc. NULLARBOR CHALLENGE - to Lindsay.
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The lure of the Nullarbor is still in our blood
as we plan more trips for the future. It's been a
learning experi e nce for mysel f and Sid . We have
become cave divers, and have now caught the
palaeontology bug. Talk about never reaching
your pinnacles!

Greg Perejuan, hang glider pilot 0/20 years,
and Mark Norton, cave diver of 15 years, took
6 years and$10,OOO to produce the video, "Nullabor Challenge", as advertised in March J9Q3
Skysailor, page 29. •
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The 1993
Corryong Cup
by Glenn (Chuck) Connor
The Corryong Cup was once again run by the
lllawarra Hang Gliding Club on the 9, 10, 11
January with the 8th being a fun day. The organisers set out at the start of the completion to
run an event with the emphasis being on fun and
safety. And from the feedback from pilots who
competed, both these aims were achieved. It is
very unusual for any competition to be completed without some sort of flying mishap, but
to the credit of the pilots competing and the
organisers, not one accident occurred. At the
completion of the comp pilots were asked to
submit suggestions on ways future comps could
be improved and any ideas they wished to suggest. A majority of the pilots wished for the
competition to run for a longer period than the 3
days. The dates for the 1994 Corryong Cup will
be decided in the near future with the consensus
of opinion being for a 5 day comp, which will
once again be held in the early part of January.

The weather: Once agai n we were blessed
with fine weather for each day of the completion,
with no rain or thunderstorm activity. C10udbase
on most days was around the 6000 ft mark
although several pilots reported height gains to
8000 ft and above . Thermals were fairly consistent with no stories of "No shit, there I was",
reported. lllawarra Hang Gliding Club's own
version of Dennis (Nostradamis) Cummings,
Terry Anderson, gave detai led weather reports
at the briefing prior to the day's flying, and what
a fine job he did!
The competitors: The Corryong Cup caters
for the pilots who wish to gain competition
experience for the first time or those who wished
to fly in a stress-free competition with no pressure from anyone, barof courseJames Nathanial
as the Adolf Hitler of launch marshals. Never
argue with a 6'2" man with tattoos. There was
some 50 pilots who competed this year with a
good cross section of experienced competition

pilots and intermediate
pilots competing for the
fi rst ti me.

Day 1, the Fly-in Fun
Day: The task was set
from Mt Elliot to Tooma
Pub (the Tooma Pub suck
gets me every time) then
onto Tintaldra Pub, with
the prize being $50 waiting on the bar for the first
pilot there. The rules
were, "There are no
rules". The pilot was allowed to do the course
anyway possible as long
as no mechanical means
were used. As it happened, Judy Leden was
the first to land in the paddock, and thinking she
had plenty of ti me started
packing her kite up, only
to see Tricky Dicky Heffer fl y over the top of her
and sprint to the pub to
collect the $50. Bad luck,
Judy, but revenge was
soon to follow. Myself
and Franko were enjoying ourselves so much we
missed the turn to Tooma
and ended up halfway to
Tumbarumba. It was a
nice da y for a stroll.

PICCOLO 2

A LIB I
ALIBI 2 PLUS

Day 2: The task was Mt
Elliot to Khancoban, then
onto Tooma's pub and
back to Mt Elliot. Half the
field launched and then
the valley shut down for
about 2 hours with half
the field stranded on the
hill. Eventually all pilots
launched with some
smooth late afternoon
flying enjoyed by many.
Most made it to the first

PRIMUS BAROGRAPH

t
AIRCOTEC
\

AUSTRALIA:
27 Oberon Avenue
East Hawthorn 3123 Vic.
Phone I Fax 03 882 4130

Aircotec AG
Ebenaustrosse 10, Postfach 56 , CH · 6048 Horw
Telefon 041 · 48 58 87, Fax 041-48 70 78
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turnpoint, with Judy Leden winning the day
closely follows by that man again, Dick Heffer.
Day 3: The task was Mt Elliot to Nariel Gap
then back to Tooma Pub for goal. The publican
at Tooma Pub was really starting to think these
hang glider guys aren't too bad after all. This
turned out to be the best day of the competition
with base at 8000 ft and many pilots achieving
their personal bests . Most pilots made the first
turnpoint and beyond. 3 pilots made goal; Judy
Leden, Dick Heffer and Greg Smith. Closely
followed by Chuck, Franko and Ian King.
Day 4: The task was Mt Elliot to Nariel Gap
onto Colac Colac, Towong campsite then back
to Mt Elliot as goal. Unfortunately a strong
westerly wind spoil t the party wi th everyone bar
Glenn Salmon and Paul Bowers getting drilled
at the first turnpoint and unable to jump Nariel
Gap into the Mittamitite valley.
The competition was a resounding success
thanks to the many sponsors and the efforts of
the Illawarra Hang Gliding Club, especially the
comp director, James Nathanial, for the
numerous hours spent organising the event. The
lIIawarra Hang Gliding Club would like to thank
the following sponsors and the many sponsors
from the Corryong District.
Airborne Windsports, Enterprise Wings,
Moyes Glider, Aussie Born, Future Wiqgs,
Tooma Flyers Paragliding, Corryong Airforce and Aerial Technics.
Results:
1

2
3
4
5

Judy Leden
Richard Heffer
Greg Smith
Glenn Connor
Frank Chetcuti

Best Team : Towongers comprising Glenn
Connor, Ian King, Frank Chetcuti and Terry
Anderson
Best Driver: Fred Barnfield (well deserved, I
might add); Craziest act by a pilot: Judy Leden
for putting insect repellent in her eyes, thinking
it was eye drops; Snoring Award: Franko won it
by the proverbial mile; No Shit, There I Was
Award: Mark Ryan whose shoulder straps on his
harness broke at 6000 ft; Best Husband and Wife
team: Mr and Mrs Glenn Salmon - if they ever
offer food to you, take it or else, be warned;
Vintage Pilot: Roy Docherty again - look out
Roy, we're trying to entice old Stanwell Bill
down next year.
There were other prizes awarded and every
driver in the competition was awarded a prize of
some description, as we feel they are the most
important people in any hang gliding competition. So look after them. Anyway, we sincerely
hope everyone had a good time at Corryong this
year and hope to see you all agai n next year for
the stress-free competition, THE CORRYONG
CUP . •
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Venue: Bogong Hotel, Victoria
Date: 3 January 1993, Meeting opened at 8 pm
Present: Jenny Ganderton, Helen Ross, Leith
Silva, Marjorie Beattie, Jo McNamara, Susan
Phillips, Neva Bull, Anna Munt, Fran Wing,
Bronwyn Ahern, Sue Hansen
Apologies: Toni Noud, Birgit Svens
Observers : Drew Cooper, Warren Burgess
Correspondence: Application from Marie Jeffery re: Team Manager's Position
Item 1
Clarification of Australian Women's Open and
Australian Women 's Nationals Competitions
General discussion concerning the practicalities of holding a separate Women's Open
and Women ' s Nationals for 1993 and future
years inel uded the following issues:
a) the requirement of an Advanced Rating to
compete at the Women 's Nationals if it
were combined with the Australian Open
b) the need for encouragement of women
pilots of all ratings to compete together
c) the difficulties in holding these competition separately with regard to availability
of Competition Director and officials
d) the difficulty for pilots to get extra time
from work to attend extra competitions

b) if 5-9 competing then 1st and 2nd places
be recognised
c) if less than 5 competing then 1st place
only to be recognised.
The motion was seconded by Marjorie Beattie
and passed unanimously.
This motion is to be proposed to the CAC at
its next meeting.
The Women's Committee may decide to
donate trophies in the event that Competition
Directors or Organisers are unwilling to do so.

Item 3
Method of Selection
Drew Cooper explained the selection process
used by the Australian Men's Team, i.e. the top
10 ranked pilots form the National Ladder are
eligible for selection . Each of these pilots is
entitled to a confidential vote, as is the Team
Manager and one representative of the Competitions Advisory Committee.
Final selection is carried out by a Panel consisting of:
1. CAC representative

2

No.1 ranked pilot

Fran Wing proposed:

3

Team Manager

Motion 1

It was the general consensus that, as far as
practicable, considering that the Women's National Ladder is not yet firmly enough established, that this process be followed as closely
as possi ble.

a) that the 1993 Bogong Cup would combine
the 1993 Australian Women's Open as
well as 1993 Women's Nationals
b) that the 1993 Australian Open would have
no Women's section for 1993 only

To meet entry deadlines for 1993 Women's
World Championships to be held inJapan,selection needs to be finalised by the end of the 1993
Australian Open Competition.

c) that in the future, the Australian Women's
Open will be held in conjunction with the
Bogong Cup and the Australian Women's
Nationals will be held in conjunction with
the Australian Open.

Selection of Team Manager

The motion was seconded by Helen Ross, and
passed unanimously.

Warren Burgess and Marie Jeffery applied for
the position.

l~m2

Allocation of Prizes for Women 's Section at
Competitions
It was the general feeling that trophies for
Women's sections at competitions have, in the
past, generally received low priority, with normally only 1st place being recognised. It was
considered that it would be more encouraging if
the number of trophies and prizes were allocated
according to the number of female competitors
entered in the competitions.

Jenny Ganderton proposed:
Motion 2
a)

if 10 or more women are competing then
1st, 2nd and 3rd places be recognised

SKYSAILOR
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It was decided that Warren Burgess would be
Team Manager and Marie Jeffery would be
Team Assistant. Warren capably carried out the
role of Team Manager at the Pre-world Competition in Japan in 1992.
l~mS

Election of Office Bearers
Secretary: H e len Ross
Treasurer: Jo McNamara
Competition Representative: Helen Ross
Training Representative: Tove Heaney
Regional Representatives:
Qld - Susan Phillips
NSW - Neva Bull
Vic - Heather Stricek
SA - Sue Hansen
WA - Anna Munt •
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INTRODUCING THE AUSTRALIAN LIGHT WING
TURBOCHUTE.
So, the sun Is shInIng, there Is a light breeze waftIng across
the paddock and those bIg cumulus clouds are Just
beggIng you to come up and play.
QUESTION .. How do you do It, escape Just about
any time ... almost anywhere 11
ANSWER ...The light WIng TURBOCHUTE.
ThIs ultra-lightweIght 18 hp. back pack unit can be attached to any suitably rated PARAGlIDERWING,ln 5 mlns,
strap on the harness, pull the starter cord, poInt yourself
Into the breeze and In a few steps you are aIrborne, keep
the power on and skIm around the grass or cut the power
at 2000 ft and thermal, at last the choIce and the freedom
Is all yours.
If you don't want to, you don't have to drIve mile after mile
to get to your favorite hili only to find that IT WAS REALLY
GOOD ABOUT AN HOUR AGO I. .. AII you need now Is a
paddock or beach, a light breeze and the desIre to get

TURBOCHUTE

airborne and HAVE FUN II.
Call us now for a unique and limited offer:
We sell you our paraglider Video and if you want to copy it and
send it back within 10 days we refund 50% of the payment, if
you purchase the Turbochute and return the video intact we
refund the total amount.

1200

~

Hand held throttle
& engine kill
switch also you
can add a PTT
radio switch

v~

_______

Left and right steering lines control lateral direction.
Our Light Wing radIo helmet contains speakers and a mike, the unit is compatable
with the ICOM hand held tranciever price $295 .. Choice of colours, yellow, safety
orange white & biack. WARNING I this unit is NOT an approved crash helmet.
Australian Light Wing custom made flyIng Jacket and pants come in a choice
of parachute silk or dacron with a choice of 2 colours, priced from $130.

-

~

French built JPX
2 cyl 400cc 2
stroke engine.
max pilot wt 95kg
ln1roductory price,(power pack only)
tor 1st 10 sold ex tactory Ballina
$5,900
Dealer Inquiries welcome
delivery about 6 weeks, dep.3O%
(

~

The sleekly moulded double skin fiberglass backpack is both light and comfortable, the double skin allows map pockets to be added (none are shown here) for
- - - x-country navigation , floatation can also be built in for added safety when crossing
water. You can nominate the colour of both the inner and outer fiberglass shells.
The 2 side frames ( 3/4" diam .413O high tensile steel tube) provide pilot
protectIon should the pilot fall sideways or forward during landing or takeoff.
The moulded fuel tank carries 5 litres, (11/2 hrs) the tank has a built in site glass.

0
{, \

SOME QUESTIONS, SOME ANSWERS
Question: How heavy is the backpack?
A: We went to a lot of trouble not to exceed the
average weight of a hikers back pack, in the air
you dont know its there but on the ground we feel
the average man or women can easily manage
the weight.
Question: How hard is it to iand the Turbochute?
A: The thing that you have with the turbo chute
is POWER I, if you apply power the chute climbs
so if you want to slow your decent to adjust your
landing speed or position you apply power, unlike an un-powered paraglider you can go round
and do it again if you get it wrong. The touch
down can be as gentle as you like.
Question: Do you require much physical
strength?
A: To operate any paraglider you require a little
strength in the chest area, to pull the chute up
with the back pack on requires a little extra, a little
weight lifting or pushups help, sex is also good .
Question; Why sex?
A: why not, its got nothing to do with a powered
paraglider but its nearly as much fun .
Question: Do you have to run to takeoff ?
A: In still conditions yes, a takeoff run of about 10
to 15 m is required but with a light breeze, once
you start to move forward a few steps, the chute
takes your weight and you are off, a lot like taking
off down a hill with an un-powered glider in a lift
area.
Does the engine or fan inflate the chute?

The rigid fan surround is welded aluminum and can be removed in 2 sections, It
is netted in with light nylon to prevent the glider lines from entering the fan area.
The shoulder straps are supplied with the backpack. You can use your own glider
if it is rated to carry the additional 33 kg (the approx. wt of the backpack + full fuel)
A: No not at all , the chute is inflated in the same
way a glider pilot inflates his chute, by pulling on
the front risers with the engine at idle.
Question: Do I need to learn to fly an un-powered
paraglider first?
A: Thats a good question , At Australian Light
Wing we are putting together a sylibus to cover
the use of the power pack only, the HGFA on the
other hand have a cource for the use of the glider,
certainly it is very easy to fly the powered
paraglider if you have flying experience in an
ultralight or hang glider so we include 3 hours in
an ultralight as a part of the Light Wing course,
we expect the AUF to approve our course soon
so the answer at this time is yes, you must get a
HGFA intermediate rateing then an HGFA
powered rating, we expect to be able to integrate
the AUF course with the HGFA course ASAP,
either way it is a very easy aircraft to operate and
about 3 days is enough to gain the basics.
Question: Is it necessary to register the aircraft ?
A: No, the aircraft weighs less than 70 Kg so it is
exempt from registration , the pilot must be a
member of the HGFA or AUF.
Question: How controlable is the Turbochute ?
A: very controllable, height and turns can be
controlled within inches with a little practice, Infact thats how I got interested in the power pack,
I saw a French video of a pilot flying down a
canyon with his foot in the water, it looked
brilliant.
Question: How noisey is the engine?

A: Whatl .. .er ... We reccomend the use of our
radio helmet or a headset combined with a crash
helmet. The noise level at full power is about the
same as a trike or any other ultralight.
Quse1lon: How long does it take to put the Turbochute together?
A: If you totally dis-assemble the back pack ie.
remove the fan protection and the prop, it takes
15 mins, if you transport the unit on the car top
complete then allow 5 mins. to attach the harness
and layout the chute. We also have a 'r shaped
carry bar that allows the chute to be carried on a
standard towbar.
Question: Can you start the engine In the air?
A: No , on the ground only either before you put
the power pack on or have someone else start it
for you, the engine starts easily, It has a choke
and 2 de-compressors, It runs on 50: 1 mix Dual
ignition is an option.

Call us now on 066-868658 or fax on
066-868343 for an Information pack
or send $35 (Bankcard etc is welcome) to PO box 89 Ballina, 2478 for
our own video on the power unit and
Its operation, do yourself a favour ... do
It now!... Howle Hughes HGFA 41128

•••
port Isle of Wight, P030 4JY, England, ph 0983
78611, fax 0983 78552.

LEAP 1992 Workshops
LEAP stands for Lifeskills for Elite Athletes
Program. The workshops are intensive tutorial
sessions with most classes limited to 15. Location: Sports House, Wentworth Parle, Sydney.
15 April 1993: PublicSpeaking, conducted by
GBrown
20 April 1993: Media Training, conducted by
K Berry
Definitely worth attending from all reports .
Nominations can be made to:
Dawn Frase r, PO Box 118, Balmain NSW 2041,
phone 02 8185512.
Airwave

K5

Airwave has developed a new wing for the
lightweight pilot within the range of 55-75 kgs .
This 148 sq ft wing was designed with competition performance in mind .
Like the K4 the K5 sail is of a composite
construction that gives the performance of a
Mylar sail whilst retaining the easy handling and
longevity ofa dacron sail. The trailing edge band
is made of a highly warp-orientated cloth which
is a structural laminate of film/scrim/polyester
taffeta construction designed specifically for
high load areas.
The front section of the mainbody is made
from polycote Dacron with a very firm resin
coating giving the cloth a hard finish. This is a
lightweight cloth with a very precise and well
t"

d e fimed penormance. The leading edge is made
from TLSO/60.
There are 9 main battens, a tip batten and 3
double surface battens per side pi us the nose
batten.

Keeping Tabs on Sport
The Australian Sports Directory is a compact
booklet prepared by the Australian Sports O>mmission as a sports reference for sporting organisations and commercial businesses. It
features an extensive list of sports organisations,
a calendar of domesticand international sporting
events and information on sporting regi strations.
"The O>mmission has been working hard to
improve Australia's international sporting performances and increase participation in sport.
The O>mmission provides leadership in many
areas of sport, from the elite programs of the
Australian Insti tute of Sport to the participation
programs of the AUSSIE SPORT unit. "
The Australian Sports O>mmission, PO Box
176, Belconne n ACf2616, Ph: 062521111, Fx:
062512680.

Paragliding Temn
The Australian Pa rag liding Team for th e
World Championships to be held in Ve rbi er later
this year has been a nnounced. The team consists
of Cameron Young, Rob Schroettner, Ron McKenzie, Gary Stevenson, with Brian Webb as
reserve.
Reserve Paracbutes
Manufactured by the American company,
Second Chantz, LARA I·S a low aspect rat1·0
pulled-down apex chute. It's smaller, lighter and
stronger, deploying one full second faster than
the previous c hute. LARA has a descent rate of
18.6 feet/second with a 250 Ib weight and at 175
Ibs it was 14.2 feet/second.

For more info contact an Airwave dealer or

The LARA PG 250 is rated for 11 maximum of
Ai.--·rw_a_ve_G_li_d_e_rs_L_t_d_,E_lm_La_n_e,_S_h_a_lfI_e_e_t,_N_e_w_-_---. 250 Ibs to 80 mph. A s hort 24" bridle is
sta ndard. The system is supplied for paragl idNew Prod ucts for 1993
ing in a ha nd-deploy on ly configuration, or in
·OI'Eagle Eyes" Flight glasses with UV
·the AI.R. front mounted style. All LARA
AI.R . rocket systems for paragliding are
and blue blockout
sleeve-deployed
for faster low-speed infl aNew Tints: Tint 3 (very light), Tint 4.5 (light),
tions.

*

*

Tint 5.8 (The Original), and Tint 7 (dark)

The LARA HG 325 is rated for 325 Ibs to
- •. -Lenses only: Fitto your favourite frames
80 mph. A 25 foot bridle is standard, and
Plain $80, Single vision $110, Bi-focal $130
options include a para-swivel. The parachute
Framed: Wrap around (opaque or black)
comes configured for hand deploy insertion
safety frame, wire (silver or black)
into any harness, or rocket ready along with a
and plastic (black or white)
new AI.R. system purchase. Rocket-toPlain $105, Single vision $145, Bi-focal $165 crown line attachments are used for the HG
version instead of the deployment s leeve.
Electronic Tow Meters $185

Ni-cad Car Charger (for ali radios) $38

North Coast Aviation Pty Ltd
Denis Cummings
PO Box 741
Byron Bay NSW 2481
Fax/Phone: 066 856287
16

For further deta ils contact Austra lian Agent:
C hris Hunter, 13 Barnview Crt, Morphett
Vale SA 5162, Ph: 083220813.
HGFA Calendar
Now $10 plus postage and packing. O>ntact
HGFA 069472888 . •
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$10,000
Dalwallinu
Open 1993
by Brad Chadwick
The $ 10,000 for the Australian distance record
stayed in the bank! Dalwa llinu turned on 8 excellent flying days out of 8, without even too
much heat stress, but the big distance wind day
didn't happen, and the big dista nce 12,000'
trough day didn 't happen, either. A bit of a mild
bummer perhaps, but hopefully it's still there for
next year! A fantastic time was had by all, and
for the locals, it was particular gratifying to fly
with an interstate contingent of 3 or 4 pilots and
a lso with Dave Wellington the re to represent
New Zealand. Tasks were well selected, ranging
from 64 km to Ballidu and return, to 113 km to
Carnamah via turn -point. Up to 7 pilots made it
in to goal each day, with two being the least.
Mos t pilots achi eved a personal best or some sort
of milestone a nd very few unhappy customers
left Ye aide O>nvent at the end of the week.
But I think the most exciting thing about Dalwallinu 1993 was the impressive array of ha ng
gliding tal ent on di splay, such as we've not seen
in WA since the glory days, when the state
boasted the Chatfields, the Stubbies and the
Mole. Not just because the World Cham pion,
Tomas Suchanek graced us with his presence
and duly wiped the floor with us, but also the
locals at both the top end of the spectrum and at
the other end, where th e up-and-coming talent
amo ngs tthe novices indi cated pretty clearly that
WA stocks are on the rise again. Tomas' clinical
performances helped lift everyone else a bit, I
think, led byRob Berndes, in the Foil 150B, who
becomes State Champion once again after a
good tussle all week with 1992 State Champ
Gary Wright, who took second spot (in the State
Championships; 3rd overall) in the XS . Third
was me (Foil 160B) who flew pretty well by my
sta ndards. Anna Muntis the new Women 's State
Champion.
A few pilots made goal for the fi rst time. A
couple of particularly no teworthy goals from
John Kilgour, who first made a long one to
Perenjori (110 km) in his intermediate glider,
having bent his Blitz the day before, then
stunned the crowd and drove the girls wild by
bringing in the Blitz next to Tomas at Watheroo
(64 km) on the last day, being the only nonSuperCzeck to make it in! Rob Duffy also
finished with a blinder to miss goal by an inch
that day, to win the novice section of the State
Championships, even finishing ahead of 0>1
Bevan who took out the Inte rm ediate section!
Anna Munt finished right behind 0>1 to take
second in the Intermediates and first in the
Wome n's section, which featured three ti mes the
e ntra nts of last year (3 x 1 = 3). Julie from the
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Lizards and Dall y Pub Suckers can finish in front
of very talented outfits like the CMF's.

Great Sandy desert team was the new starter in
that section, with more girls taking up the challenge all the time. That's a major change for the
better because our sport is definitely less fun
unless the girls will play too. Speaking of the
Great Sandy Desert Team, Brent Chapman also
did a beauty on that last day to Watheroo to miss
goal by not much to get second novice for the
day. Andrew Sanders and Michael Dorrough
also got 90% of the way to goal one day, beating
most of the field, eventually taking out second
and third respectively in the novice section .
Novice and intermediate pilots made up more
than half the field of 31, which was up 50% on
last year overall. The whole field tlew 7000 km
overthe 8 days at an average of 31 km per pilot
per day, so it would appear that the new talent is
rather formidable.

The accident statistics were somethi ng we
were rather proud of, too. No injuries at all
(except Bruce's sprained ankle when he tripped
over) was the major improvement over last
year's broken arm . There was a little bit of
plumbing bent but generally the take off paddock was almost incident-free. Apart from the
one pilot, of course, who forgot to clip in and so
did the typical jaunt across the paddock for a
short distance dangling from the base bar, with
a heart rate of 12,000 beats per minute, not-veryrelaxed cries of "Stop ...stoooop" and pathetic
sobbing. It's probably not a fair thing to disclose
the poor chap's identity -let's just say that when
you're the world champ, you can get away with
things like that and it's OK!

This year's competition again featured the
teams event which was a great success. Team
members were designated advanced, intermediate or novice ratings, with scores in each
section scaled up so that the winner in each
section received 1000 points for the day. The
Sky Junkies featured Tomas in the advanced
section and Rob Duffy in the novice section so
they didn't give the rest of us much chance.
Launch Lizards came in second, followed by the
Dally Pub Suckers, the CMF's and the Great
Sandy Desert Team . Last was the Dust Devils
who lost a team member or two, but they would
surely have won easily if they'd all got to goal
every day!! It's a great concept anyway, the
teams event, even if blind mugs like the Launch

Finally, big thanks from everyone to Andrew
Humphries, Phil Wainwright and other Dalwallinu Club members who put all the effort in to
make this such a successful competition. The
$10,000 booty for the Australian distance record
was a major boost to the event, but it came at a
bit of a cost to the Dally club members, who've
lost money on the event so it's hard to say if it
will still be on next year. Entry fees will be
considerably higher if we want to retain the
booty, so it's up to everyone to thi nk about what
they would like to do. Special thanks also to
Peter and the staff at Ye Olde Convent, for
providing the headquarters for the event and a
generous subsidy in the form of the "Convent
Money" (a sort of foreign currency accepted

How to Make
Interesting Pictures
by J eny Stipek
Photos by Ondrej Dupal - The Iceman
There isa lot of interesting pictures taken from
hang gliders and paragliders. I take my camera

for nearly every flight, looking for
something original. Sometimes, I
even make it. But when I saw
Ondrej's photos, well, I found
them a bit too original. Anyway,
they were taken from a reserve .
Here is his recipe.

only at Ye Olde Convent public bar) that was
issued each day for prize money. All this was on
top of the special deals tha t hangies got for meals
and rooms at the motel.
Final results for the first 20 in the Open
Division were:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

•

Tomas Suchanek (adv; XS)
Rob Berndes (adv; Foil 150B)
Gary Wright (adv; XS)
Brad Chadwick (adv; Foil 160B)
Phil Wainwright (adv; Blitz)
Rob Hibberd (adv; Blitz
Dave Wellington (adv; Foil C)
Andrew Humphries (adv; XR)
John Kilgour (adv; Blitz)
Rob Duffy (nov; Sting XC)
1st Nov
Steve Endres (adv; XS?)
Col Bevan (int; Sting)
1st Int.
Anna Munt (int; XT)
2nd tnt; 1st Womens
Andrew Sanders (nov; XT?)
2nd Nov
Steve Clark (int; XT?)
3rd Int
Sarah Armstrong (int; Sting)
2nd Womens
Brian Schabort (int; XT?)
Peter Burfiend (int; X1)2418
Michael Dorrough (nov; ?)
3rd Nov
Ian Sallie (int; XT?)

7437
6286
5599
5013
4749
4698
4288
3702
3194
3072
2931
2842
2819
2548
2527
2469
2448
2390
2387

,.
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Step one: Replace the lines on
your paraglider with ultra-thin,
0.3/0.5 kevlar lines to reduce drag.
Step two: Go to Forbes, have a
tow, climb to about 2 kilometres.
Step three: Find yourselfa huge,
active cumulus and let it suck you
in.
Step four: Get ready for the moment when
yourvario shows a climb rate of 12m per second
and all lines snap.
Step five: Reach into your pocket, take a
camera and start clicking away ... Open the
reserve first, other wise your pictures may be
blurry. And do not forget to focus properly!
If you have steady han ds your pictures can
look like these:
No 1: I never knew that my Plus 35 looks so
pretty!
No 2: Now my Excel is safely on the ground
(the exact centre of this photo) . Let's hope I
don ' t have to walk too far!
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What else to say ... Ondrej is a test pilot for
J ustra, the manufacturer of Excel. Pushing their
products to the limit, and sometimes over, is a
part of his everyday life . He doesn't talk much.
This is the way in which he told me about this
event.
"Hi Jerry, can I borrow your reserve? I've lost
the inner container of mine. Also I need a full set
of lines for Excel - the standard thickness,
please ... I can offer some pictures in exchange.
Plus 35 is the fastest opening reserve testeD s
by SHY to date. It has a proven record of saving
lives from heights as low as 30m or as high as 4
kilometres . It is available from lustra
Paragliders, tel. 059 741599 and costs only
$585.00. Can you feel safe without it? •
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HGFA Paragliding
Convenor Report
Wi th the cal endar ti cki ng over to Autumn mos t
of us ~ill be saying "whatever happened to
summer?" And I guess it really was a "Clayton's
Summer" flying-wise with one state title a nonevent and the other, plus the Australian Open,
barely achieving satisfactory results. The organisers did a really good job, and the Paragliding Committee thanks them for their efforts, but
they can't control the weather. We can only hope
that the remaining competition , the South
Australian Open, wi II meet wi th success and that
next year will be a "boomer".
All was not lost however, and I think that, if
nothing else, 1993 will be remembered as the
year that cross country flying in Australia really
came of age and that pilots in Australia and from
overseas realised the potential that we have to
offer in terms of long distance flying. Back in
February 1991, Shaun Keane of Canberra set an
Australian distance record at Forbes of some 65
kilometres. This record stood until this summer
when, in spite of mostly inclement weather, the
following distances have been achieved:

the integration of both hang gliding and
paragliding at most sites around Australia however, he did express some concern at theeasiness
of paragliding and hoped that Novice pilots were
gaining a sound meteorological knowledge
during their training.
The committee dealt with several items concerning the day-to-day administration of
paragl iding, however we did spend consi derable
time discussing a recent article in Skysailor concerning B-line stalls. We were somewhat concerned by an article of an instructional nature
coming from a source other than an instructor,
especially as the advice given could prove
dangerous to the inexperienced pilot. It was
decided that as a matterof policy, all instructional articles coming from a source other than a
Paragl idi ng Instructor will be vetted before publication. As well as Skysailor, we would hope
that edi tors of club newsletters wi II adhere to this
policy. Although by no means wishing to discourage pilots from telling their experiences to
their fellow pi lots through magazine articles, the
safety and learning curve of our novice pilots
should be of the utmost concern to everybody
and advice of dubious quality will not be allowed
to hinder this .

The make up of the Paragliding Committee
was also discussed at
Iength as I have always felt
Voodoo
15 Jan
Ron McKenzie (Aust)
125 km s
Voodoo
28 Jan
Brian Webb (Aust)
96kms
that there should be better
4 Feb
Jurgen Stock (Aut)
Challenger C25
83 kms
representation on the comRoger Barber (Eng)
18 Feb
UP Flash
103 kms
mittee from the general
Rob Schroellner (Aus)
Nova Phoen ix
18 Feb
80kms
pilot community. At
Voodoo
18 Feb
Ron McKenzie (Aus)
79kms
present the Terms of RefScoll Stenson (Aus)
Challenger C
77kms
18 Feb
erence
of the committee
19 Feb
Xavier Murillo (Fra)
UP Katana
155 kms
allow for one member repScoll Stenson (Aus)
Challenger C
19 Feb
120 kms
resentative of Paraglider
19 Feb
Harry Buntz (Ger)
Nova
103 kms
Instructors, two members
19 Feb
Philip Barras (Swi)
Swing Axis
82kms
20 Feb
Harry Buntz (Ger)
Nova
73kms
representative of the
Cameron Young (Aus)
UP Katana
20 Feb
73 kms
paragliding Regional Rep20 Feb
Ian Ladyman (Aus)
IlV Meteor Gold
73kms
resentative and one memRon McKenzie (Aus)
Voodoo
20 Feb
73 kms
ber appointed by those
three . Our problem at
Shaun's old record took quite a battering! The
present is that we have no means of finding out
outstanding competition was of course the 1st
who
is interested in fulfilling this position. It will
Australian Paragliding Flatlands where a total of
bea
recommendation
to the HGFA board meet3316 kills was flown by 18 pi lots over 6 rounds.
ing that the Terms of Reference be changed to
In one go this competition has really establ ished
allow for a postal vote to be held so that the
itself and I would expect the number of comgeneral pilot community can have a say in who
petitors to more than double next year.
they would like to have as their representative
The 1993 National Ladder has been calculated
on the commi !tee. Nom inations wi II be called for
and is reproduced on page 20, and congratulaand a list of those interested will be published in
tions goes to Cameron Young who just edged
Skysailor and other newsletters at the apout Ian Ladyman as our '93 National Champion .
propriate time (around November). At the
As the National Ladder concludes on 30 March
present time if you have any matters regarding
each year the first competition of the new season
paragliding that you would like tabled at a Comis the South Australian Open at Easter. An early
mittee meeting please contact either Mark Mitchance to get ladder points so go for it.
sos (NSW) or Owen Keane (ACT), your
The Paragliding Committee held a meeting
regional reps or myselfas the instructors rep. We
recently at Tumut and in attendance was the
look forward to hearing from you. A full copy
HGFAOperations Manager, Craig Worth. Craig
of the minutes of our last meeting can be obgave us a short talk on his position relative to
tained from your club secretary.
paragliding and mentioned that he, being a hanSafe flying
gie, intended to ain as much knowledge as posStuart Andrews, Convenor HGFA Paragliding
sible about our sport as quickly as he could.
Committee .
Initially Craig mentioned that he was pleased at
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Having a GO!
Helen Ross
This year's Australian Institute of Sports program held recently in Canberra at the AIS was a
huge success with all participants agreeing it was
a great learning experience. There was much
delving into individual and team development,
performances and goals, as the Australian men
and women pilots prepare for the approaching
World Championships this year. It was also a
source of inspiration for a couple of up-coming
pilots interested in improving theirskills through
competition . And let's face it, it's the up-coming
pilots who share a dream, who are going to be
Australia's hot shots in the coming years. That
is ... if you're prepared to step out onto the
ledge ... to HAVE A GO!

Pilot Profile: Daryl Franklin, 27
years old

Daryl's interest in flying was natural, as his
father was a member of the RAAF. Daryl
worked hard for his commercial pilot'S licence
which he gained in 1987 and in 1988 he advanced to a twin engine IFR rating and headed
out to western Queensland to Windhoora, where
he worked for eighteen months mustering cattle
in aircraft. Gradually he became interested in
other forms of flying and tried helicopters, then
moved into charter flying in Sydney and Brisbane. By 1990 he moved to Byron Bay and
started work flying the local jump plane. It was
here, Christmas 1991, that Daryl saw his first
hang glider launching from Tallows takeoff near
where he lived.
Daryl met Neil Mersham at the launch site and
had a tandem flight in Neil's Vision the next day,
after which he was hooked! He signed up with
Neil for lessons and by day 3 was soaring Tallows on a Mars 170. Daryl bought a Gyro 165
and accumulated 40 hours over the next three
months. His first inland flight at Monte Collum
he states, "Blew me away!" encouraged by experienced local pilot Pete Aitken, Daryl thermailed to 2200' AGL in his Gyro and apron
harness on his first flight. The "Buddy System"
is encouraged in the Byron Bay Club as a means
of assisting progressing novice pilots. Keen to
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step up in gliders, he flew an XT 165 for a week,
then bought a new XS 142.
Pete Aitken is a keen competition pilot and by
the time Eungella 1992 came around, Daryl had
chalked up 100 hours of coastal and inland experience . Pete was a great source of motivation
to Daryl and challenged him to test himself at a
competition. Eungella seemed a good place to
start,as he was used to flying similar terrain i.e.
ridges, at Byron.
Like just about everyone at their first comp,
Daryl remembers feeling intimidated by the new
site, new launch and many new faces . There was
a lot of unknown factors such as learning to use
a camera in flight and knowing there were many
experienced pilots at the compo Turning up at
launch on the 1st day, all nerves disappeared as
the friendly face of Alf OHter organised pilots
into their proper set-up areas and kept the launch
order flowing smoothly. Round 1 saw Daryl
flying conservatively along the ridge watching
other pilots, until he found himself out onto the
flatlands with no flatland experience to draw on,
but stoked to have made itout there, 20 km along
the ridge.
During the completion, Daryl found that experienced pilots such as Drew Cooper and Russell Duncan were more than happy to pass on
tips of flatland flying over a beer at the pub at
the end of the flight. Actually, he discovered that
all the pilots he met were friendly and encouraging, and competition was a lotoffun, testing new
limits with a lot of people. Daryl flew to goal
twice during Eungella and finished 1st in C
Grade and 22nd overall.
Over the next few months he went to all the
major comps, learning new lessons at each site
and meeting new faces. He learned that facing
all the unknowns involved with competition was
fun rather than intimidating, the comp flying
increased his self-confidence and having a go
didn't mean he came last at all!
Daryl is now so stoked with his flying that he
plans to put all his efforts towards improving
himself through practice and competition. He's

sacrificing his job at Byron to move to Canungra
where there's a strong club with a lot of keen
pilots. He knows he won't be able to maintain
his commercial pilot's licence and will rely on
casual work between comps. With some support
and encouragement from Moyes, who are keen
to see such up-coming pilots, Daryl is setting
himself some high goals. So, watch out next
season, all you guys and gals who have already
taken the plunge to chase and realise a special
dream!

It was while driving trucks delivering fruit to
Melbourne in June 1990 that Dave had the opportunity to attend a Victorian airshow where
Steve Ruffels from the Eagle School of Hang
Gliding had a display set up. Dave signed up for
lessons with Steve at his school in Bright, Victoria and after one week achieved his rating,
bought a Mission 170 and harness and went back
to Queensland where he was based at Mackay.
In order to improve his flying skills he settled in
Mackay with a job as a fitter and turner. He
learned to coastal fly at Blacks Beach and
travelled to nearby Eungella for inland experience. Dave entered his 1st comp, after 6
months, at Rainbow Beach and did well in tasks
involving spot landings and maximum glides .
After 9 months experience he invested in an
XS 155. Shortly before buying his XS, Dave
found he was thinking about flying all the time.
Even to the point where it was interfering with
his work, where he needed to concentrate on the
machinery. It was then that he decided the best
way to get rid of a temptation, was to give in to
it!

Pilot Profile: Dave Redman,
29 years old
Anyone who met Dave at one of the hang
gliding competitions this season just passed
would probably be thinking, 'Whata nice, quiet,
unassuming bloke'! And indeed he may be, but
put him in a hang glider at 6000' and this guy is
an animal! He devours thermals and makes short
work of any sink which dares attempt to thwart
him with a single-minded determination. Such
determination saw him reap reward after reward
during this year's competition circuit. Indeed, he
shares a dream similar to Daryl Franklin and
many other avid pi lots; a dream which really
involves a lot of hard work and dedication, much
sacrifice and finally a small taste of success of
achieving a goal, which just lures you through
more hard work toward that shining beacon in
the distance!

Great Lakes HG Club's youngest up-and-coming pilot, Charlene
Evans, excorted by Steve Bailey & Jim Parsons - p G Evans

So he resigned from his work and spent the
next 5 months flying every minute he could. On
entering the 1991 Eungella comp, Dave was
rewarded by taking out 1st place in B Grade and
achieving 8th place overall. Dave's newly
developi ng ski lis weren't goi ng unnoticed by the
ever observant Moyes scout, Drew Cooper, and
he was encouraged to continue developing them
by trying himself at other comp venues later in
the season.
One cannot live on love or flying alone however, and Dave decided to work again in order
to afford to go to the approaching comps. His
patience and commitment was tested when car
problems prevented him gong to any further
comps that year so he worked and saved for the
next year towards the following season.
Eungella '92 saw Dave in good form again
winning B Grade and placing 7th overall. He
then competed in the South East Queensland
titles with similar success and by December
resigned from work, packed his bags and moved
into his new mobile home. The canary yellow
Ford; complete with mattress, roof racks and
hang glider atop! Flying at Bogong, Beaufort
and the Flatlands were all brand new sites and
conditions. Dave was hard on himself when he
didn't perform as well as he'd have liked, and
modest but stoked when he had a good day. His
overall results will be reflected on his placing on
the updated national ladder.
Dave is self motivated and dedicated. He sets
short term goals rather than visioning medals
and results. He isconfidentthat by stepping from
small stone to stone, he will get to where he
wants to go!
For now, Dave is movi ng to Canungra to work
and save towards his goals. Canungra is where
he can also practise his flying with a high standard of skilled pilots who have similar ambitions .

•
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Australian Paragliding Open
The Australian Paragliding Open at Mount Cole in February again
attracted in International field of 43 pilots. At the end of the competition
Jurgen Stock of Austria topped the points score and set a new Victorian
distance record.
Organiser Charly Fellay improved this year's event with better communication and ground transport. He has adv ised Skysailor that there are
further works in progress to improve the amenities on Mt Cole for events
and casual flying.
Top ten placings at the end of competition were as below. Australia
placings were: 1. Cameron Young, 2. Bernie O'Rielly, 3. Ron McKenzie,
4. Ramon Treloar
First Female: Gina Wright
Awards for other notable achievements incl uded a close shave awa rd for
Philippie Barros who flew under the high tension wires at Lonarch. His
trophy was a Bicdisposable razor. Mark Elson won the "Mess Your Pants"
Award for a canopy collapse, free fall and jungle flying exhibition also at
Lonarch; his prize was a new set of pants.

Au.stralian Champion Cameron Young with presentation
MC Peter Champion

Several non-flying awards were also made. The T-shirts were presented
to the Ripon Shire President, and local organisers and volunteers.

1993 National Paragliding Ladder
Name

An anonymous French journal ist received the" Ringing Ear" Award for
communication skills. Arriving at the competition with no Engli sh, he
visited the Golden Age Hotel for a pot of happiness and drank several.
Spotting a local lady he confided in French to a couple of sheare~ his
heart's desires. Being good Australians they volunteered to teach him
enough English for a positive introduction to the lady. Several pots later
in the evening he had both the language skills and courage to approach.
He bowed to the woman and said, "Ello, my name is ... will you please
show me your teeths (or words to that effect". The local lady promptly
issued him a thick ear.
Organiser Charly Fellay thanked competitors and volunteers for their
contribution to the event and Ray Williams for his impartial role as judge,
jury and executioner for the competition . •
Place
1
2
3

4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Name
Jurgen Stock
Simon Nighy
DupolOudra
Cameron Young
Bernie O'Rielly
Xavier Marilo
Ron McKenzie
Amin Elder
Hamish Roberston
Harry Buntz

Country
Austria
New Zealand
Czechoslovakia
Australia
Australia
France
Australia
Austria
Australia
Germany

Points
1422
1002
996
976
912
890
826
820
761
749

Glider
Challenger C 25
Pacific XS
Excel
VP Katana FR
Phoenix 125
VP Katana
Voodoo
Edel Racer 26
Apex MRIlO
Nova

L-R: Jurgen Stock, Cameron Young, Simon Nighy, Dilpol Oudra
& Gina Wright
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Young C
Ladyman I
Scroettner R
O'Reilly B
Wilson R
McKenzieR
Stevenson G
Stenson S
Gilliand Y
Robertson H
Jenkins T
ArmstrongT
WebbB
Andrews S
TawsW
Tymms D
Mitsos M
Keane S
Fletcher R
Allen J
KempA
Mitchelhill K
Bobner H
Dewaal A
Fellay C
Kumsuz E
WilisS
ClarkeS
Beresford S
Gearing T
De Gunzbourg D
Watson P
Gungl F
Gray P
Bell L
McGeadyS
Gilliand C
Treloar R
ElstonM
Walsh G
Richards M
Burkhard F
WhiteG
GloorH
Champion P
Terray A
Davis M

Total
912.297
901.956
847 .949
567.394
565 .909
547.658
533.077
477.419
441.75
410.769
378.979
357.607
316 .922
258.696
232.988
217.372
217.047
198.015
194.901
185.23
177.354
171.759
155 .41
145.814
132.88
126.192
104.199
94.919
92.694
91.905
87.623
86.075
82.854
80.814
79.651
79.535
68.75
61.167
60.243
48.563
42.54
38.953
36.207
30.65
24.904
24.904
18.384
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Team f}3ui[aing in Canberra
by Marieleffery
Recently I had the opportunity to attend a
Team BuildingTraining Campat the Australian
Institute of Sport in Canberra. The camp very
nearlywasn 'ta reality. Theinitial poor response,
due to many weeks of competition and the need
for many to get back to work, caused its cancellation. At the last minute, numbers were available and the camp was on again. It was a solid 3
days of lectures.
What, I hear you ask, can they teach !lli about
hang gliding? Certainly not much in the way of
practical skills, but the A1S programs can teach
us plenty about competing; performing to the
maximum and becoming an elite athlete. And
those who compete are athletes. We need to
recognise and acknowledge this fact.
For many years, Australian pilots have been
some of the best in the world . But now our
standard is slipping; the rest of the world is
leaving us behind . We need to take advantageof
what Sport Science has to offer, view ourselves
as athletes and train accordingly. We must set
goals, plan our hang gliding 'career ' and work
hard to improve performance. Our pilots can
only benefit from these programs and should try
to schedule themselves for future A1S courses.
The many sessions during the camp included
individual psychology and physiotherapy assessments. We underwent fitness tests. Some of
us had to place more exercise as a personal goal!
Those pilots with injuries had access to sports
medicine professionals, and received advice on
how to manage with their ailments, and
remedies. The psychology sessions dealt with
mental weakness which can handicap peak performance.
The sports professionals are using
'visualisation' more and more in the training of
athletes. By imagining step-by-step whatever
aspect of your sport you wish to improve, you
can practice while relaxing! This technique has
been used with our sports men and women who
attended the last Olympics . They even went to
the extent of picturing in their minds , the track
or the swimming pool, incl udi ng the noise of the
people, so that when they actual Iy went to compete, everything was familiar.
The lecture on nutrition was very informative.
Many of the so-called high carbohydrate foods
that athletes consume are in fact very high in fat,
e.g. chips, chocolate bars a nd pizzas, a nd should
be replaced with low-fat, higher carbohydrate
foods such as pasta , baked potatoes and fruit
smoothies. One important fact emphasised was
the critical need, especially during long competitions, to replenish energy reserves as soon as
possible upon landing af.ter a 5 hour (or more)
flight. That cold, cold beer the pi ck-up driver
hands you first thing is a no-no!

goods news here is that you don 't need a fully
equipped gym to get those muscles in tune.
Developing trunk strength is essential for the
performance of most movements in sport, and
indeed for daily health and well-being. Such
strength develops good posture and prevents
back soreness and injuries. Ever picked up your
glider and pulled a back muscle orstrained your
neck?

The facilities at the Institute are superb. We
tried to make as much use as possible of them
during our short stay. For many of us they would
be economically out of reach outside the Institute. Several pilots even managed to test a
float tank! And I musn't forget the food! The
meals produced in the dining hall were as varied
as they were plentiful, reason enough alone to
attend one of these courses!

During the group sports psychology sessions,
we participated in team building exercises, and
discussed setting team and personal goals. One
of our members was very suspicious of the exercises, certain that it was a trick of some kind!
But as teams, we all survived our imaginary
plane crash in the wilds to attend further sessions! Certainly, many aspects of the goal setting and knowledge gained from psychology
sessions can be applied to daily living.

Comments of the pilots:
"The physio was of great benefit," Geoff Tulloch.
"It was disappointing that all team members
were not there," Ian Jarman.
"The ridge racing was a blast," Dave Redman.
"The food's great!" Daryl Franklin .

We held meetings in the evenings (yes, there
was no partying amongst the bright lights of
Canberra !), to discuss the strengths, weaknesses, opportuni ties and threats of our national
competition system. We also listed the responsibilities of team members and managers during
competitions.
One afternoon a few hours were spent at Lake
George in a rather stiff sea-breeze. Earlier, the
thermals had been popping with base around
6000'. Isn't it always the
way? However, our teams
were able to engage in
some ridge racing and top
landing practice. It was
agreed that more practice
with team flying and radio
communication was
needed.
Spending so much time
together was a very important factor in unifying
and strengthening our
group as a team. We learnt
so much in a limited time
frame . The knowledge exchanged would normally
take years (if at all) to acquire. And it was not a
one-way lea rning affair.
The A1S stafflearnt plenty
about our sport, the competitions and how we
prepare ourselves. We are
now 'computerised' and
more information will be
added with each future
program. Dave Adams
commented, "Hang gliding appears to have come
of age and we a re accepted
by the A1S start".

Helen Ross believes that such training
programs wi II lead to better pi lots and therefore,
improved results in competitions and a higher
profile of the sport, which in turn will increase
our funding. Another effect will be an increase
in thenumberofpilots entering the sport and that
should lead to improved gliders!
Believe me, if you get the chance to attend a
course in the future, don't hesitate!
Thanks must go to Ian Jarman and the A1S
~
.
orgal1lsing
and running the training
sta ff lor
camp. And thanks to Canberra for turning on the
excellent, warm weather! •
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Gymnasium staff were on hand to advise the
best exercises for strength training. And the
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Join The
A.I.R.
Revolution
Air Initiated Recovery
The new high-pressure A.I.R. Powered
Rocket Motor from Second Chantz will
deploy your Hang Gliding or Paragliding
reserve parachute in the blink of an eye ...

These features are standard:
* It can deploy your parachute in under 2
seconds

* It can be filled from any SCUBA diving
tank to 3000 psi.

*
*
*
*

It can be carried on the airlines
Inexpensive reloads are each use
Extended field use with no pressure loss
A pressure gauge to check before each flight

* Use your parachute in our container system, or purchase one of our state-of-the-art
low sink rate canopies

Note: Models for trikes available approx. April-May
For our Free Info Package:
Second Chantz Inc.
PO Box 12671
Reno, Nevada 89510-2671
7028292077
Fax 829 2079
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Direct Austr"alian Inquil"ies to:
Chris Hunter
13 Barnview Court
Morphett Vale
South Australia 5162
Phone: 08 322 0813
SKYSAILOR

Aircraft Recovery Systems, Inc.
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State, Club and Region News
Queensland

It only goes to show that you don't have to drive
all the way to Sydney to meet new friends!
There are a couple of long weekends coming
up soon. May Day is the 3rd May and the
Queen's Birthday on 14th June. There are a
number of options being discussed, including
towing at Ingl ewood, a trip up to Eungella, or a
weekend at Widgee or Wondai. Keep in touch
with meorothermembers of the executive to see
what is decided.
Remember - wings level , nose down and run
hard - always!

Ron Rimkus, President

Sunshine Coast Hang
Gliding Club
As I write this month's report my head is still
spinning from one of my best Widgee blasts
ever. I should have known it would be a big fly.
First of all I left the two-way radio on all night.
The night before, the weather wasn't ideal looking and I took off wearing only a thin jumper.
Almost a guarantee of getting up. Ban Ban
Springs might not be the end of the world, but I
could see it from there. Peter showed what could
be done in a brand spanking new XS and as
always Speedie defied gravity - about 4 hours
this time.

Wondai has been better this year than last.
Speedie and Kurt certainly have broken the
curse, and Brenda's smile gets wider after every
visit there.
The Widgee camping weekend in February
was an enjoyable event for all who attended. The
flying dugong amazed all present and entertained the crowd around the camp fire that night
with some well played blues and bluegrass on
the communal guitar.
I was informed by an impeccable source of one
incident that I expect won't be reported on an
incident report, though it should be. Apparently
one of the club's well known pilots was flying
at the northern end of Sunshine Beach and did a
hop over the headland to do a pass or two over
Alexandria Bay. Now Alexandria Bay is not
only on the less reliable areas to fly on the coast,
it is also the home of the nude olympics held
annually. The unclad patrons can generally be
seen most times of the year and what better
vantage point is there but from a hang glider.
Anyway our intrepid pilot hopped over into
Alexandria Bay finding the Ii ft was not adequate
to sustain flight and managed to successfully
"land" in the trees. By the time his offsiders
reached him he was already being ably assisted
by a couple of uninhibited fellows wearing nothing more than their smiles. As far as I know the
pilot did manage to retrieve his glider intact,
relaunch nearby and fly back to Sunshine Beach.

Townsville Hang Gliding
Assoc
A hang gliding club in Townsville? I didn't
know that. Why yes, and a very healthy little
club it is too, with nineteen currently active
pilots, one trike and one paraglider. If only we
had somewhere to fly things would be perfect.
One would think that Australia's sunniest city
would have Australia's greatest flying. Sadly
our two most soarable ridges have run into
bureaucratic problems that must surely have inspired the character of Sir Humphrey in the Yes
Minister series.
Having just taken over the role of secretary I
am now acutely awa reoftheq uality and quantity
of work that has gone into trying to reclaim these
sites. After all, did God not put Saddle Mountain
and Mt Stuart there to be flown? Now there's an
angles we haven't· tried ... So flying is currently
restricted to towing at Donnington Airpark and
the occasional intrepid three hour trip by boat to
Cape Cleveland - a site not for the faint-hearted
and a memory that will stay with you always.
Havingjust had our AGM, a big thank you to
outgoing committee members and a big good
luck to the new - they've quite an act to follow.
We have a nice lillie site some 120 kIDs away for
when the winds turn southerly and over the next
few months there will be two exhibitions - an
airshow at Donnington in June and the Festival
of the Winds in September. We expect to put on
a good display. Ethel, our instructor, mentor,
guide and much more has his next school for
students in the next few weeks after the
instructor's conference. We wish him well. For
the rest of us we plan a trip to Eungella in April.
A final note from our treasurer. Due to the
ailing state of our bank account we are being
forced to rent out one of our pilots. If this man
straps a glider to his car, wherever he goes rain
is bound to follow. So if you're drought-stricken,
give us a call. We also hope to have some
T-shirts printed in the near future with our great
new logo. With luck they will beavailableto you
all at a very reasonable priceso keep reading this
column.

Robin Dawson, Secretary
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New South Wales
Central Coast Hang
Gliding Club
Several trips have been made lately to the
Tamworth area and good flights recorded by
Bob, but unfortunately the more recent trips
have been cut short by rain. We knew our luck
could not last. Had a visit from our old secretary,
Brian Hampson and his new bride Amanda who
are now living in Rockie. Two of our lucky
members are planning to be in Europe in May
for 2-3 months, lucky boys. They will be meeting former members Rosslyn and Brett who are
just completing a working holiday in England.
Back on the coast the sea breeze has been
persistent with a lot of visitors flying, some from
overseas.
One important change has taken place here.
All pilots using our sites between Catherine Hill
Bay and Forresters Beach in the South must be
members of this club. The National Parks and
Wildlife Service (who own the land) have made
this requirement to protect themselves against
any incidents in the future. Your membership
with us will allow our consent form from the
NPWS to cover you.
'Till next month ...

Northern Beaches Club

Greetings to all and sundry as smiles still
abound in the land of airtime. Conditions continue to lend themselves in the death throws of
summer to coastal flying along the picturesque
Northern Beaches.
In fact, conditions have been so good that one
fine day saw Glenn Salmon begin a Pittwater
crossing to Mackeral Beach over the back of
Whale Beach . Unfortunately the prospect of
such a large crossi ng over water (and across the
Aquatic Airways take off/landing path) was too
daunting, so Glenn (proprietor of Buzzard
Covers In c) turned back to the safety of the ridge.
The height was there, the tailwind component
was right, but the lack of a boat coverage caused
Glenn enough doubt to back out - better to live
to fly another day!
On the inland scene, a few motorheads got
together to attack Rylstone by trike. The
weekend's weather was superb. The Saturday
saw an overwhelming development of thermal
activity that gave birth to dust devils on both
strips. In the course of only 1 circuit, I went
weightless twice and copped a boomer (on the
left wing only) about 10 feet off the ground
which resulted in the classic landing that you
have when no one has a video camera going.
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Rowan Watkins hooked up onto Sean
O'Dwyer's "B.U.R.F ." (Big Ugly Red
F!@o/o#@), however, the lack of enough distance along the strip didn't get Rowan high
enough to do any good. As the day wore on (and
after a dip in Dunne's Swamp - a nice, cool
freshwater lake near Rylstone) the thermals
slowed down and trikes once again attacked the
sky, this time joined by Clive Gilmour in his
Dragonfly. Jason Burns' conversion to petrol
head status is now complete as his Edge tore up
the Rylstone air space.
Before coming back to coastal happenings,
congratulations are in order for our eternal bubble chasers Dave McClosky, Judith Goldstone,
Rolf Muller, Brian Atchison, John Trude, Gary
and Stewart who have been chasing Cu's from
Tamworth to Forbes lately. Their flights have
averaged over 100 kms - just to prove the coastal
pilots can hold their own in the lands of the long
white cotton balls.
The March meeting saw a good roll up of some
70 people who were treated to the delights of
Steve Moyes who presented the new XR and XS
142 with Swiss tubing(so light, itfloatsonair!!!)
and Tomas Suchanek (who, like Steve, needs no
introduction) who was bombarded with questions on thermalling, competition flying and the
make up of his machine. John Trude, who
thought all his Christmases had come at once,
fired questions at Tomas relentlessly and, like
everyone else present, left the meeting with an
inspiration that fuelled his determination to bet-

ter his personal
bests (which,
till now, have
been
pretty
good rega rdless).
Steve was
also joi ned by a
conti ngency
from the USA
including the
people from
Kitty Hawk
Kites
who
proudly boast
about
the
10,000 or so
students they
Peter (Shirl) Roper landing in Tawonga Gap bomb out January
process annual 1993. Mt Bogong in background - p Jolin Adams
ly (no wonder
take off. Clive Gilmour, Dane Snelling and
their magazine, "Hang Gliding" is so glossy!) .
others
spoke on progress being madeatRylstone
Just thought we'd finish off this month with
and the proposed fly-in, working bee, BBQ and
the news flash from hell - a new site has been
Inter-club meeting there on April 3-4.
opened up on the Northern Beaches!! ! Detai Is of
the site and the conquering pilots are, at this
stage, classified due to the sensitivity and difficulty ofthearea, however, as negotiations, P.R.
and palm greasing continue, it's possible that
detai Is wi II be released shortl y - STAY TUNED.
Well, that 's all for this month see you at the
next meeting, 7.30 4th May 1993 at Jade's
Bistro, Dee Why Hotel, Pittwater Road, Dee
Why. All are welcome.

AUSTRALIAN
PARAGLIDING
NEWS
Stay informed with up-to-the-minute
news on equipment, sites,
competitions, records of individual
performances, opinion, gossip and
second hand equipment sales.
Presently subscribed to by over half
of Australias' paraglider pilots.

In the meantime ... Fly High and Stay
Safe,
John Hajje, President

Sydney Hang
Gliding Club
The club was revived in November
last year when about 20 pilots attended
its inaugural meeting in the Moyes loft
and laid plans for future activity. About
30 pilots turned up for the meeting on
March 9, when Judith Goldstone gave
an absorbing talk on her studies into
accident injuries among hang gliders
during the last 17 years since 1975 .

Cheques to: "SkyHigh Paragliding"

She though full-face helmets might
have prevented or diminished some facial injuries; arm injuries among pilots
who are smaller and lighter then the
average male might be avoided by
smaller A-frames; neck and spinal injuries might be prevented if pilots did
not leave both hands go on impact and
hit the keel bar; and more emphasis
should be given, particul arly to new
pilots, to crash prevention on launching
and landing and minimising injury if it
becomes unavoidable.

Advertiser should note excellent rates
available ($20 per A$ page per issue)

Tomas Suchanek and Steve Moyes
and others spoke on the summer comps
and emphasised once again the need for
a final hang check immediately before

$15 per annum (8 issues)
Subscribe now to:
Australian Paragliding News
P.O. Box 446
KEW Victoria 3101
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The next meeting of the club will be on Tuesday April 20, when parachute packing will be
demonstrated and the use of parachutes discussed.

Steve Hocking, Secretary
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Lower Blue Mountains Hang
Gliding Club
Apologies that you have not heard from us for
the last couple of months but I kept missi ng the
deadline.
The biggest piece of news from our club at the
moment is that at long last the winch which was
donated to our club by Garry Carr and Rolf
Muller is up and running. Over the weekend of
27-28 February we were operational, with the
assistance of Bruce Barcham's reverse tow pulley, at Rylstone Airfield . As this was very much
a shakedown trip not a great amount of tows
were done and nobody got away although one
pilot did manage a 400' heightgain after release.
Several problems still need to be ironed out
including the design and production of our own
reverse tow pulley which by the time of print
should be completed . The important thing is
everybody had a good weekend .
We plan to take th e winch back up to Rylstone
for the Easter weekend. Anybody interested in
participating should ring me for details on 02
6236961, although you will have to have a minimum of novice rating with tow endorsement
and be prepared to become a memberof our club.
Over the weekend of 13-14 February, we held
a club flyin on the Central Coast, where
Merewether was flown, by those pilots ex-
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perienced enough to do so, in a howling southerly, on the Saturday and by everybody on the
Sunday morning in light fickle south-easters. By
Sunday afternoon the wind had picked up to a
20 knot easterly and Birdie Beach was flown by
those pilots inclined to like flying sand dunes
which does not include myself.
Our meetings are held on the last Tuesday of
each month 7 .30 pm onwards. Various members
each take a turn in hosting the meeting. The
March meeting is being hosted by Neal Glennon
at his Blacktown home on Tuesday 30th March.
Membership of our club is $10 pa. If you would
like to became a member phone me on 02
6236961 or Michael Shyne on 02 7243405 and
we will gladly tell you what activities we have
in the pipeline and the venue for the next meeting.

DavidMiddleton, President

Stanwell Park Snippets
Well well well here we are again. I sometimes
wonder whether I'll run out of stories for Snippets but living at Stanwell Park is a constantly
intriguing novel really. In fact it's a real Mills
and Boon at the moment as EI-ex-Presidente
himself, Derrick Ingles is ' getting married CONGRATULATIONS! It must be love as we
haven't seen him on the hill much recently. I
hope for Donna 's sake that it's not "on" on The
Big Day!
The rest of us are content to be in love with our
gliders. It 's been sort of on every day for ages,
just a case of dodging the squalls and getting
airborne in the ten minutes between it being a
howling southerly and a patheticeast-nor-easterIy,
Half the working contingent of Stanwell
Park/Otford (which is, of course, a very small
number) are missing this week at the Instructor's
Conference up at the High Adventure Air Park.
Which is probably why it's been on so good for
tandems.
At the last meeting we had a short but sweet
slide show. Dave Adams showed us what skying
out is really all about with his shots taken from
ridiculous heights at Dinosaur and other places
in the US. Muddy showed 10 great slides including a marvellous one of Old Bill, doing one of
his classic up-the faces.
I'll thank Mark Newland (or should we call
him Miles F Latout, the murderer extraordinaire?) for coming to the April meeting with a
frame of a glider and telling us about structure
and maintenance, even though it hasn't happened yet. Thanks Mark!
In May we plan to have a panel of local "experts" telling us their stories and sharing their
knowledge, and being ready to answer questions
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from lesser pilots . The names are yet to be
released!
Stop Press ! Congratulations to Mark
Mueller for defying plenty of squalls to make it
to Macquarie Pass and back on 17 March!
That's all folks!

lIIawarra Hang Gliding Club

Goulburn . We might try to get a club competition going, over a couple of weekends in thenear
future. On the local scene, Council still hasn ' t
commenced workon the MtKeira ramp area, but
once completed will beautify the site enormously . Tongarra has not been producing too many
great days due to the inversion most of the time;
it 's a pity the steelworks face due north-east.
Anyway I'm going back to painting the baby's
room so safe fI yi ng for 1993, and remember to
do the right thingas we havea unique sport, with
a growing reputation so let's continue to show
the public what a safe and exhilarating sport we
participate in.

Chuck
This is our first newsletter for some time, the
Club is still very active, it's just that I have not
had time to write any newsletters due to our
ensuing first child and organising the Corryong
Cup, in between working and everything else.
The Corryong Cup was a resounding success
with about 50 pilots competing and not one
accident to report. You see, we are doing our bit
for the environment by not using paper for accident reports.
A large contingent oflllawarra Club members
attended the Corryong Cup with very good
results, I was 4th, Franko was 5th and also won
the great honour of the Snoring Award. Ian King
was 7th and George Barry 8th. lames didn't get
much flying in as he was too busy with camp
commitments, and
being Adolf Hitler's
clone as th e launch
marshal (I think he's
been watching the
boys from Brazil), he
also spent time trying
to hide from his loved
one, but that's another
story. Don 't worry
Debbie, Franko will
explain it to you.

Despite the poor weather recently, a lot has
been happening within Canberra's flying fraternity.
Probably the biggest event was the balloon
drop display during the Canberra Festival. After
a good deal of work in organising approval,

Trikes, Trikes, Trikes

•• ••

.... for the best deals on:
Pegasus Quasar
Pegasus "Q"
Pegasus "XL"

I've been doinga lot
of instructing lately
with Aerial Technics
and quite a few of the
students come from
the Illawarra District,
so come on guys, we
are a strong and growing club with some
great sites. Get down
to our meeti ngs on the
1st Wednesday of
each month, at the 11lawarra Yacht Club
and introduce yoursel f, and join the cI ub.
Some of the thi ngs
planned for 1993 area
trip to Tamworth and
some flying with
Terry Anderson up at

Australia's Airborne EDGE

.... you can 't afford not to contact:
Gavin Bond on:
(03) 807 6138 or (018) 557 596

The Direct Distributor For Solar Wings
Victoria's Newest Australian Edge Dealer
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logistics etc, Phil Robinson, Grant Heaney and
Bruno Wright put on a demonstration which left
everyone in awe. The three pilots released at
1500' AGL from hot air balloons over Lake
Burley Griffin and spot landed on the lawns in
front of the old Parliament House. It even made
the TV news. A special thank you must go to the
organisers, particularly Anthony Gerrard, Phil,
Peter Schwenderling, Peter Muffet and Duncan
Kelly. The enthusiastic balloon pilots also had a
lot to do with the success of the event and should
be congratulated. The sponsors for the day were
Robinson Bros and McNeill's Carpets.
A drop of a different kind saw the Heaneys as
the proud parents of a healthy baby boy. Congratulations Tove and Grant.
On the presentations side, Grant picked up the
Eagle Award for a big flight from Boorowa to
Moss Vale. A few other pilots also did well that
day. Other nominations forth Eagle Award were
Neil Bolton (1st cross country flight in a
paraglider), Phil (cross country Boorowa to
Gunning) and Tove for teaching new pilots
while somewhat pregnant. Andrew Robinson,
retrieving for his father, unfortunately made a
mess of his dad's vehicle and therefore was
deservedly given the FAARRRC Award. Other
contenders for this award included Phillipa Head
and Peter Fox.
With winter coming on fast, pilots are getting
flights in whenever they can. Let's hope there
are a few good days left in the season.
Good flying, Garry Lilley

Skyhigh Paragliding Club

~.~~~

PARAGLIDING
MELBOURNE

This club of ours is going from strength to
strength. When you read this our membership
will be over 100 pilots and does not include an
increasing number of interstate pilots subscribing to Australian Paragliding news. Weare now
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one of the largest clubs in Australia and much
bigger than most "regions" . Paragliding is fast
becoming a significant contributor to the sport
of hang gliding in Australia and its potential for
growth and for strengthening our sport in this
country should not be underestimated by our
Federal administration.
Ten pilots recently took part in a safety clinic
at Lake Eildon. Pilots were towed up to 2000 feet
above the lake, released, and were then able to
put their glider through a series of major collapse
and recovery procedures including reserve
deployment.
Brian Webb conducted this course which all
parti ci pan ts agreed was not onl y extremel y va Iuable from a safety point of view but also lots of
fun.
Brian wi II hold more of these courses as people
indicate their interest and it is possible it will one
day become a compulsory part of the intermediate or advanced pilot certificate. All pilots
who com pi eted the course spoke of much grea ter
confidence in their abilities to handle their
canopies in emergency situations.

Gap. Gary Stevenson again had the flight of the
month with a 40 kill XC at Mt Cole during the
Australian Open .
Finally a few warnings that all pilots should
take note. Novice pilots must fly red streamers;
this is for your own fl yi ng safety and enjoyment
as other pilots will give you more air space.
No paraglider may fly from the Buangor site
at Mt Cole. This is 1h.e. most sensitive site in the
State. We have had reports that paragliders have
been flying here and this must stop immediately.
This site is a valuable hang gliding site and could
easily be lost to them by irresponsible paragliding operations.
Would all pilots please note that flying in the
Port Campbell Coastal Park is prohibited. We
are currently negotiating with the authorities for
access to a site in this area and any more unauthorised flying may mean we will ~ fly
there.
Keep it up, Robin Gauld

SAHGA

Many things were learnt at the safety clinic
especially about the way various wings performed in emergency situations. Most wings
behaved well and pretty much as their owners
expected but one wing did give owners some
cause for concern and the European manufacturers have been notified for their comments. I
believe a modification is being considered. This
result proves the great benefit of this type of real
personal testing by owner pilots.
On a slightly lighter note Captain Dangler
proved, in his usual dramatic way, the problem
of flying over water with expensive nonwaterproof instruments. When he was dragged
aboard the pick-up boat, he was heard to splutter
something about the instruments being dirty and
needing a wash anyway.
Not to be outdone, Mme Froggy did the most
spectacular landi ngoftheday when she splashed
in under her reserve completely wrapped in her
main canopy - all in a day's fun for the Dangers!
Monthly awards went to Geoff White for his
truly convincing impersonation of a cute button
nosed marsupial high in the trees off Tawonga
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The end of February saw a local pi lot go cross
country from a local coastal site Tunkalilla,
which, I add, has never been done before. Paul
Kelley launched, and almost immediately found
a workable thermal in the light condi tions which
were just soarable. He climbed to 2500' atwhich
point he was committed to go over the back. Paul
topped out at 3500' and flew east to the next
cloud and found lift. Cross winding it and two
thermals later Paul unzipped, ready to land, but
was saved by some scrappy lift approx . 200 up.
North-west of Myponga Reservoir he got within
200' off the ground twice, with limited landing
options, but then lucked out bungling into some
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punchy 1000' up whilst on his final. Five
minutes later Paul was going to base at 5800'
directly over Myponga launch (another coastal
site) and realised "My dream of flying home
would become a reality". It was sea breezing in
the Gulf and convergence was setting up with
the prevai Ii ng southerly. Paul detoured under the
clouds, cruising behind Ochre Point at 4000',
where Stu Brown was flying and Garry Fimeri
was busy burying his head in the sand. As Paul
flew overhead he arrived over his house at about
3500' doing circuits of it and the surf club,
wasting 112 roll offilm in the process. 10 minutes
later Paul landed in the paddock down the road,
packed up and walked home elated!!!
Flight time - 1 hour 55 minutes; Distance - 53
krn; Height gain - 5500'
February also saw 3 days of the Australian
National Kiting Championships, where 70 kite
fliers competed in Adelaide in 20-30 knots of
wind keeping everyone on their toes (and some
off!). The ultimate goal was the overall bestteam
to represent Australia in the World Cup in
California and this was won by the Galeforce
Team.
The South Coast Microlight Centre has a
group of students presently doing a navigation
course. Rob Hibberd from Airborne dropped in
for a visit recently and some serious Coopers Ale
drinking. He was lucky enough to be just in time
for SAHGA's AGM!! Speaking of which we
must say goodbye to our committee members.
Thank you Stu Brown for 2 years of your ti me,
Woody for being the king of the roost, Pat for
beingso diligent and above all Chris Charters for
being such a great librarian. It's hard work keeping tabs on all the books, when there is so much
home brew to look after. Needless to say, we all
do welcome the new members, as the ones who
didn't get nominated can be relieved for another
year. Word has it that Inspector Gadget may take
the leading role. Go, go, Gadget!
Still on the topic of the AGM, congratulations
must be given to Larry lones who was honoured
to be given a life membership to SAHGA. Well
done Larry, I'm sure everyone agrees it was an
honour well deserved . Thank you from all the
pilots who you have shared your time and wisdom with.
Lindsay Schubert has now become an OW
transforming into an eccentric hang glider pilot.
Long gone are the days of tranquillity in the
paraglider. It's now crowded skies, silly, nonsense talking, long nights at the pub with
Coopers Aledrinking, and above all, a life membership into the Richard Murray fan club.
Rumour has it that Blenky has now given up a
long time careerofhang gliding afterspitting the
dummy at the Nationals and has taken the sailing
world by storm . It was a short retirement, as
Blenky was soon, thereafter, flying in the flatlands.
Birgit Svens has recovered from her accident
exceedingly well, but strongly requests that she
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get no more questions on her well-being, as she
is okay!
On the subject of towing, Peter Hood still
amazes us all. He wastes no time in setting up
and showing everyone his finesse! While Pete
was 8200' getting on some occasions 1000' lift
up over lamestown(60km from BurnsfieldTow
Paddock), other pilotswhowill remain nameless
were apathetically wondering whether to set up
or not. I wonder if the hot sun, the carefree
attitude of the country or just the fact that some
pilots should pull their fingers out, enhances the
fact that even though towing is a s*&#, it still
needs commitment. Not everyone gets away, but
the ones who do are usually the ones who only
drink a few beers at the pub.
For a lighter topic of gossip, I hear the Beagle
Boys are sti II attempting to re-invent a payout
winch. Good luck, boys on the Mk 3!
Goodbye for now, IB

The comps are over and done with for another
year-congratulations to the new state champion,
Rob Berndes . What next? Easter, I guess!
Thanks to the folks involved in organising the
Dalwallinu Open 1993 and we'd all like to say
what a great time was had by all, what good
weather was organised and good to see so many
competitors, particularly those who had
travelled from Telfer (again - genuine regulars!
Even a new member or 2! Hi, lulie!) and from
the far East. We hope next year will go just as
well.
Easter will no doubt see the usual Albany and
Geraldton trips - people interested and/or needing information should probably contact
Graham McDonald maybe, for Albany and me
or Sarah for Geraldton (314 2748). On the subject of Albany, Gramac had a bit of a disturbing
update on the proposed developments at
Shelley's which is now certain to involve major
enlargement of the eM park on the hill, with
tourist bus bays and very little room for hang
gliders to land. Sounds like even setting up could
be difficult!
However, all is not lost as negotiations have
been reopened via the back door and the car park
might prove to be moveable a little. Hopefully
that means moveable enough. The camping at
Shelleys appears certain to go; however, we
have known that was on the cards for some time
and an alternative camping area is planned so
that's not such a problem. Meantime the situation is obviously a bit tense and we should
naturall y take a little extra care to avoid creati ng
any more problems for ourselves. In particular,
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it was pointed out that 2 wheel drive vehicles
goi ng to Backbeach is against CALM's directive
and so has the potential to cause problems which
could easily be avoided.
Thanks to David from Wyndham who was
good enough to bring us some video footage of
the impressive local site knows as "The Bastion". It's about 1200' and 10 minutes from
town! We should all move there! Definitely one
of the best looking sites in WA and it appears to
be the force behind an increasing band of new
HG pilots emerging in Wyndham. A bit of video
footage is always appreciated at meetings so if
you have any available, let me or Danny know.
Don't just bring it along unannounced as the TV
etc has to be brought in.
Also a brief announcement about the "One-onOne" competition we decided to get on with at
the March meeting. This is an ongoing XC challenge competition that any interested pilots can
get involved in on any weekend throughout the
year. The only requirement is that pilots fly
locally regularly enough to be available when
challenged. it's a variation on theXC league that
Phil runs at the moment for the Dally club, in
which good flights can be submitted by pilots
anywhere in the state; flights are then scored
individually according to the format of the national XC league. The one-on-one competition
involves a ranking of all pilots involved, which
will come initially from the results of the 1993
state championships . Any pilot can challenge the
pilot above themselves (or 1 or 2 places above
that depending on availability). The two pilots
have a type of fly-off all of their own one
weekend, and the lower pilot moves up the ladder if successful - otherwise there's no change.
Pilots who were not entered in the state comps
can slot in anywhere they think is a fair thing. I
hope to get a more detailed outline of how the
comp works in next month's Skysailor. Here is
the initial ladder: Rob Bernedes; Gary Wright
(moved to NZ); Brad Chadwick, Phil
Wainwright, (Mark McCumber and Dave Drabbleare in here somewhere), Andrew Humphries,
lohn Kilgour, (Bruce Dainton and Paul Lewis in
here perhaps?), Rob Duffy, Steve Endres, Col
Bevan, Anna Munt, Andrew Sanders, Steve
Clark (not really available), Sarah Armstrong,
Brian Schabort (NRA), Pete Burfield, Michael
Dorrough, Ian Sallie (NRA), Christian Durrant,
Brent Chapman, Pete Leach (available?),
Graham Openshaw, Gary Bennett, Craig lones,
lulia Gleeson (NRA), Graham Cameron, David
Smith.
A bit of other goss quickly. Gary and Anna
have recently moved to New Zealand, just for
something different, and I'm sure everybody
wishes them all the best for the trip. Good luck
also to Gary who I'm sure can give the locals
some curry in their own nationals next year. The
other thing is Sarah and I are tying the knot this
weekend (last weekend when you read this) so
wish us luck if you think we need it! See you all
next month!

Brad.
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LOST
LOST at Flatlands Hall Airspeed indicator 55 mph
model north end of strips 14 - 20 (N-S) ph Len 068
537220

WANTED
To Rent - single or 2 seat trike I have recently
obtained my extended ops endorsement & due to
voracious appetite of mortgage, 4 kids etc etc am
unable to buy a trike . I would like to build a network
of trike owners who would be prepared to rent me a
machine from time to time. I live in south Melbourne
but would be happy to travel reasonable distances to
get a 'fix' contact Peter Wood 03 6960168 or 018
311102
Aero/XT/Stlng 150-ish ph Helen 042 943665
Cheap 2nd hand Instruments preferably Ball or
something equally tough even just an altimeter ph
Helen 042 943665
Fuji Robin EC25 engine in gd cond ph 03 5530224
Backup chute age not important but must be in gd
original .cond will pay around $200 also
altimeter & varlo age not important as long as they
are in gd working order. Can only afford around $200 ,
& will consider buying interstate ph Mark 054 261364
AH

NEW SOUTH WALES
Black Magic 243 riser system attached v low airtime
ex cond $1400 ono ph Shane 049 841344 BH
Paragllder Apco HI-lite 23 sq m + harness + bag gd
cond $1200 60-80 kg pilot ph 042 942817
Airborne Buzzard 532 Arrow wing pod big wheels
instruments low hrs gd cond covers trailer with ramps
$6900 ph Graham 018 411378 Port Macquarie
GTR 148 (int) It blue dk blue with Swiss tubing v light
& easy to handle $1100 ph Matt 066 853695
Moyes Mars 190 (nov) blue & white immac cond
extremely low hrs $1100 ono Ph Rob 02 8332990
AH, 047 310330 BH
XS 142 (exp int) 11 mths old low hrs ex cond pink LE
black grey pink US 70/75 tubing (Swiss) makes it
great to ground handle & perfect in-flight control for
the small pilot $3200 ono also
Harness Scorpion European body bag suitable for
5'-5'2' pilot i.e. the short variety fair cond make an
offer contact Jo 042 941375

Too small? Can't keep It up? I have the opposite
problem and would like to swap my Aero Race 170
for a smaller glider of similar rating, e.g.
XT/Aero/Sting 150-ish. The Aero's in really good nick
after enjoying 35 hours. Or perhaps you just want to
buy my Aero Race? $2300 inc spare upright, manual
ph Helen 042 943665
XS Easy 155 (int) white LE & MS orange & yellow
US ~'s seen plenty of action & is dying for more!
Owner O/S & staying there offers around $1750 ph
Helen 042 943665
170 Coastal Tourer (int) gd cond clean white/dk blue
LE + cocoon harness 180-160cm colour coordinated
must sell $1000 ono ph 049 471561 AH , 430543 W
170 Aero (int) blue LE white MS yellow & white US
speed bar faired king post spare set new side wires
v gd cond $1900 ph 044 762098
Airborne Windsports Buzzard 447 trike with big
wheels Brolgar 3 blade prop & Arrow wing gd cond
low hrs $5750 ono ph John 02 6465955 BH , 7968323

also
Oxygen System 1 yr old XCR 480 carbon fibre tank
w~h accessories $500 also
Ball varlo 651 dual scale 20 mth old $500 ono also
Second Chantz Pocket Rocket brand new v compact use your own chute $550 ph Brett 02 7715259
GTR 162 World Beater (int) pink LE white US yellow
MS v gd cond $1100 also
GT 170 (int) gd cond $200 ph Bill 02 9706835
Probe 175 (int) black LE green US 3/. battens only
150 hrs fitted with new side wires new heavy duty
carry bag factory fitted VG spare uprights & other
extras glider in v gd cond $700 also
Magic IV 166 (int) black LE orange US only 170 hrs
ex cond new side wires spare uprights & XC bag high
perf at a bargain price $900 also
Afro Vario/altimeter $250 ph 02 5293583
Moyes XT 165 (int) blue LE green & white low hrs
pod harness suit 5'10' + helmet $2300 neg ph
026981530

w~h

Sting II 154 (int) only 6 mths old red & blue US blue
LE $2400 ono ph Neva 049 573069

Drew Cooper's '93 season comp glider - XS 155
II (exp int) mylar white MS white LE black US It purple
XS inlay $3500 ph 060 761149

GTR 162 (int) gd cond chute unused 2 cocoon
harnesses & Cirrus 8000 vario $1500 the lot ph
Trevor Jones 045 702782 W or 726657

XS 169 (exp int) $1500 or will swap for tandem glider
+ money or int glider ph Craig 042 295407

Airwave Taboo 25 paraglider with back pack int
canopy weight range 70-95 kg 35 hrs airtime v gd
cond blue & grey $2500 or best offer ph Greg on 02
4361032 or 018261230
Sting 166 (int) near new 50 hrs airtime faired everything no prangs $2300 also
Moyes Pod med black ex cond $400 also
Vario Afro $200 ph Scott 049 262044 W, 596307 H
Foil 155 (int) ex cond low hrs extras incl radio towing
bridle etc $1200 ono ph 02 9583419
Probe II 175 (int) white TS yellow US blue LE mylar
LE insert mylar tip panels tight sail has been kept in
cotton wool for last few years v gd cond for an old
model glider only 2 owners since new best offers ph
Darren 02 5287925
GTR 170 VG (int) with speed bar perf cond 55 hrs
offers! ph Carlo 02 5333643
Foil Combat 152C (int) 20 mths old cop sleeves
extra 112 batten flies perfect profile manual mauve &
lime US a steal $2000 also
Blitz 146 Kevlar (exp int) 5 mths old perf cond Flytec
sponsored special sail orange & purple TS with
lightning bolt Brett Atkinson's comp glider $3600 ono

Ulric Kosmer launching from the new ramp at Mt Donna Bllang
Warburton, Vic - photo Tony Cam/va

Moyes XS Easy 155 (int) mauve LE blue yellow US
speed bar faired uprights batten profile $2000 ono ph
Ken work 7am - 3pm 048 864377 , H 712819 after
5pm
Fins suit XS 142 or XS 155 used twice make an offer
ph Marie 066 280356
Blitz 146 (exp int) mylar LE & TE dk purple/mauve
US white LE gold anodised frame v gd cond approx
80 hrs spare upright $31 00 ono ph Jason 02 9487032
Gyro II 180 (nov) max 20 hrs flying time v gd cond
$1 800 ono also
Gyro 11160 (nov) fluoro pink, orange & yellow excond
$2000 ono also
Aero 170 (nov) blue & white gd cond $1500 ono ph
Heather 02 3157862
Foil 160B Race (int) white TS white LE
blue/orange/white US v gd cond $1200 ono ph Peter
043281996
Electrophone TX475S UHF compact hand held
transceiver 40 ch 2 .5 W output Simplex repeater
operation $400 ono ph Dave 02 9595671 AH
Foil 152 Combat (int) dk blue fluoro yellow US white
MS recent factory check & new side wires ex cond
$2000 ph Jeff 049 585113
XS 155 (exp int) king post hang gd cond $1600 ph
Steven 066 858063
Altair 145 (nov-int) $800 ono why buy an XT new
when you can get a gd cheap glider with the same
performance ph Matt 066 853695
Trike AirBorne Buzzard 532 Arrow II wing 95.10,
pod instruments registered trailer $6500 ph Bob 02
6821820
Paraglider Firebird Apache 26 sq m 25 hrs airtime
flies v well plus
Sky Systems harness with kevlar backplate both in
v gd cond $3000 ono ph Martin 02 6230585
North Solution paraglider (nov-int) pilot weight 70100 kg incl harness backpack 15 hrs airtime + helmet
gd cond $1400 ono ph Phil 02 441446
Moyes Mission 170 (int) low hrs white MS blue LE
v gd cond + harness suit 178-182cm $1600 ono ph
Ivan L 02 3654905
Foil 152 Combat (int) sleeved LE grey & red US
$1600 ph Andrew 049 545505
Sjostrom vario-alt latest model never used $600
ono ph 060 761149
Foil152 C2 (int) 5 hrs airtime excond $3500 no offers
also
3 x Mars 170 (nov) $300-500 also
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Aero 165 (int) like brand new $2500 exc 1st glider a
steal at this price also
XC bags silver UV resistant from Japan $140 +
postage also
Sting 166 (int) $1800 also
Edge Trike 45 hrs airtime ex cond $16900 ph or fax
065 565265 all hrs
Mission 170 (int) black LE red & white wing gd cond
$1300 ono ph Paul Wilson 049 546689
Moyes Mission 170 (int) orange LE fluoro pink &
yellow US white TS speed bar & faired kingpost incl
ail owners ' manuals & batten profile v gd cond $1800
also
Moyes Pod Harness in as new cond $400 ph Geoff
02 9707569 H, 9302460 W
Probe 165 (int) in gd cond with harness chute vario
altimeter etc $400 ph 02 6657436
Foll170B Kevlar Race (int) ex cond $1200 ono ph
Dave 025262133 BH
Foil 160B Racer (int) fluoro orange mylar LE black
& fluoro orange US aerofoil uprights & king post
$1150 also
Foil 152 Combat (int) fluoro orange mylar LE black
& fluoro orange US aeroloil uprights & kingpost updated ' quick' fittings $1900 also
Blitz 146 (exp int) kevlar mylar LE grey & red US
latest model ex cond $2800 ono also
Sjostrom vario model EV temp & press compen sated adjustable digital altimeter QNH fun ction
averager adjustable sink alarm reserve battery (50
flying each battery) $500 ph Len 068 537220
Sting 166 (int) blue LE wh ite TS grey & white US gd
cond fast to set up & great for beginners to int $2000
ono also
Wedgy harness 1 yr old grey/fluoro yellow ex cond
as new $400 ph Scott 065 561079
Nissan Urvan set up for hang gliding transport
(heavy duty racks & bed) runs v well seats 6 v
economical $3000 ph Bob 02 9385330 H , 018
408114 W

Foil160B (int) gd cond orange LE gold & yellow US
white MS factory overhauled with new side wires
$1000 ono ph Jon Ash 02 3287471 AH, 3602400 W
Blitz 1415 (int) kevlar LE & TE band pink/mauve US
ex cond $2900 ph Phil 049 631879
Aero 170 (int) 90 hrs 2 yrs 3 mths old blue Le
yellow/white US white MS brand new side wires
faired kingpost & speed bar + 2 spare uprights ex
cond $1900 ph Anthony 044 762098
Foil 155 (int) ex cond low hrs incl radio towing bridle
& extras $1200 or offer ph 02 9583419
Intermediate glider Vision 170 excond only 15 hrs
flying time double surfaced neat little glider plus pod
harness & helmet forced sale $1800 ono ph John
Burfoot pager no . 02 9624353

SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Mission 170 (int) dk blue LE It blue & white sail ph
John 083829179
Foil Combat 152 (int) with brand new sail your choice
of colours as gd as brand new glider LE sleeves
bargain of the month at $3400 ono also
Foil Combat 152 ex-Carl Braden Worlds '91 glider
extra battens & sleeved LE white LE grey & yellow
US $2100 ono ph Scott Robinson 082712257
Foil Combat 152 Mk II (int) fully optioned & many
extras also inci $500 discount on Second Chantz
A.I.A. system also
Winch tow bar &/or tray mount with electric nose
release & rope supplied ph 08 3220813
XS 155 (exp int) king post hang dk blue scrim LE
fluoro orange & lime US white warp cioth MS $2000
ono also
Keller Pod harness med size gd cond red suit pilot
5'6' -5'10" $300 also
Parachute 24' diameter $200 ph George 08
3403217
Edel Space 27 without harness only 10 hrs airtime
in ex cond $3500 also
Advance Sigma 27 with Advance harness 45 hrs

airtime in v gd cond $3000 ono must sell due to
financial embarrassment ph 018 848255 after 5 pm
Paraglider Edel Racer (int-adv) 25.3 sq m 60-80 kg
pilot weight exc wing 50 km XC at Forbes 25 hrs
airtime $3200 ph Rick 08 3526562
Moyes Xact Ii $700 ph Tim 083847381

QUEENSLAND
XS 15511 (adv) fluoro yellow scrim fluoro orange TS
orange power rib lilac & red US immac cond $3600
also
GTR 162 Race (int) yellow LE orange & yellow US
white MS with heavy duty back panel great buy
$1000 also new flying wires also
Aero 170 (nov) blue LE white MS It blue US aerofoil
uprights & king post great buy $2000 ph Alan 074
865474
Foil 152C (int) pink & mauve US white TS gd cond
$1800 ono ph Graham 07 8622709
XS 142 (exp int) It blue scrim LE fluoro pink & green
US in perf cond low hrs incl handbook & batten profile
with tip leavers etc $2500 also
CG 1000 harness to suit 5'9"-6'1 " pilot $400 with PA
chute glider can be seen or test flown Gold Coast
area ph 076 951717 & have a chat
Mission 150 (int) ex cond great colours no flutters 70
hrs total airtime reduced to $1500 for quick sale ph
072733489 H
Para glider CX Ii 26 sq m 65-85kg weight range silver
with red yellow & green flashes on the US as new
cond 30 hr total time $2600 ph Gerry 070 341451
Blitz 155 (exp int) long uprights gold framed kevlar
LE & TE fluoro yellow US 8 mths old v gd cond $3200
ph 07 3988782 AH , 018153895 BH
Blitz 155 (exp int) kevlar ex cond $2950 ph Geoff
Tulloch 075 916042
Rotax 503 twin carby 2.58 gear box broken crank
shaft motor done 200 hrs since re-condition $900 ph
Gary 075 464104

Sole Australian Distributor for Solar Wings, Pegasus
and other Quality Trike Products
Pegasus XLT (XL TuiU 750 fpm whil e towing, in-flight trim 26-50 mph (syndi ca te special)
The most {l(/vancetf towing trike yet buiLt. Be quick, phone for an infonnation packnge.
Pegasus Quazar 2 582 LN CDI "The Limousine" with cruise control - low noise model is unbelievably
quiet
Pegasus" Q" 2nd in Wol'ld Cbampionsbips tbis year. Unbeatable cross country pel'fonllance and
bandling witb over 7 bOllI'S endul"3nce. Ask about the NEW Export Model, it's even better!!
Pegasus" XL" the recreational pilots' and Tra ining Schools' favourite. Low noise 462 LC engine. 190 sq
ft of magic. Every serious tra ining facility needs at least one of these. Now a lso available with 52 hp engine.
Bandit tbe fastest flex wing on eartb. Good for going interstate or just impl'essing people.
The Pegasus legal 2 seat tri kes are top val ue NEW fro m $ 12,850 - they are fully backed wi th spares.

ellASell, \'S'

Rossi Bandit 100 mph; th e Itali an Ferrari - 95.10
Skylark 155 3 lph a t crui se ; the ultimate th ermalling
machine -95.10
~
Chaser S From $9,750 new - 95.32
Most of the above aircraft are ex-stock and ca n be test fl own to ensure
yo u make the right choice. Phone for an info rmati on package and to arrange a test fli ght in
your area.

---

Don' t forget your - COMMUNICA CONTEST helmet and interco m set, the best you can
get, with visors and radio interface. Ex-stock $1250
or yo ur IVO Prop - 3 blade co mposite propell ers to suit all ultralights . Ex-stock $600.00

@
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Phone John Gooddch for all the latest in trike products and training
Special deals available to flying schools - phone for infonuation

Sky Cycles Pty Ltd
~ Bid 22 Second Ave Moorabbin Airport VIC 3194
~
Ph: (03) 587 5975, Mobile 018 336346
SKYSAILOR
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Meteor 190 (int) white/blue low hrs in original immac
cond new side wires & bolts ideal for tandem flying
$800 ph 07 2086604
Mars 170 (nov) gd cond $560 ono also
Mars 150 (nov) Italian batten pattern ex handling
$650 ono also
Apron harness $45 also
Danny Scott Racer Harness quit hang gliding suit
med build height 5'9' (175 cm) must sell $450 ono
near new cond ph (079) 793414
XS 142 (exp int) fluoro pink/white power rib 20 hrs
$3000 ono Fran (079) 417304 AH, 415995 BH
Foil Combat 152 (int) ex-Carl Braden Worlds' glider
'91 extra battens & sleeves white Triax LE flu oro
yellow & grey US structurally A 1 some sail repairs
hence $ 1950 also
Foil Combat 152 (int) with brand new sail in your
choice of colours LE sleeves (removable) incl only
$3400 also
Foil Combat 139 (int) immac white triax LE pink &
yellow US quick set-up as no half battens v low hrs
never dinged $3400 ph Peter Bolton 077 784838 AH ,
825698 W
GTR Race 162 (int) white with blue LE fair cond new
wires $600 also
XS 155 (exp int) It blue MS fluoro green & white US
in gd cond $1 100 also
XS EallY (int) turquoise LE pink & purple US fair cond
$1600 also
Pod harness black suit 5'7' -6' $200 ph Scott 018
755322, 075934318
Two Electrophone UHF CB Transceivers model
TX475 new batteries $400 ph 018 772887 FN aid
XS 169 (exp int) 12 mths old red blue & black with
fins in ex cond will trade int glider bargain at $3000
also
Mars 150J (nov) latest model v light with ex training
qualities ideal glider for lighter pilot starting off $ 1800
will freight anywhere in Aus. ph or fax 070 563333

VICTORIA
Mlllllion 170 (nov) 40 hrs white MS blue LE black &
flu oro green US gd cond $1600 ph Phil 03 5443497
Hydraulic tow gauge new $160 also
$1 000 off new Rumour best offer ph Ray03 5239458
AH , 5316368 BH
UHF radio Regency RR477 40 ch with scanner 5
watt/l watt output comes with high -gain antenna
charger + op instr v gd cond towing has necessitated
upgrade $395 ph John 057 522694
Para glider Edel Apollo 24 (beg/int) four risers &
speed system suit 60-aOkg pilot weight 10 hrs airtime
only 5 months old $2600 ph Tom 03 2464443 BH ,
3362149 AH
Airborne Edge latest model with only 10 hrs
registered with full instruments tailored w/proof
covers suit new buyer $17500 for quick sale. wing &
trike on stable new custom built trailer! ph 051
548403 Charles Witham

Towing at Dallwallinu, WA

Paraglider Falhawk
Neo 24 sp m (65-a5
kg) in ex cond still
crisp (10 hrs airtime
nice colours sky blue
with rainbow tips v v
safe easy to deploy &
fly as a 1st canopy
this is the best $2600
ph Tilo Schmidt 059
62521 anytime
Ball 652 Inlltrumentll vario altimeter
& airspeed v gd cond
$600 ono ph Mark 03
3986268 AH, 052
279218 BH
XT 165 (int) fluoro
yellow LE fluoro
green & pink speed
bar wheels & batten
"<'·"':li
" .......profile chart only 4
hrs flying time as new
Simon Nig/ty (NZ), Ben Nevis, Paragliding Nats - p S Gneist
cond $2400 also
Air Support flu oro
needed) basebar or downtube mounting ex cond
pink & yellow pod harness suit person 6' tall extra
$500 ono ph Greg 03 8763981 AH
pockets as new cond $450 ph 03 5319092
Paraglider Neo 11.5 (27 sq m) v gd cond low hrs
Foil 160B Racer (int) top cond one owner glider
$2700 neg ph Andreas 03 3693480
recently fitted with new 'flying wires' red LE blue grey
& white US $1300 ono ph 056 235758 glider can be
XS 155 (exp inl) kingposl high hang all over fluoro
inspected in Melbourne by arrangement
yellow you will be seen 2 yrs old gd cond warp LE
$2100 ph Noel (03) 8893466 AH, 69121 17 BH
Foil C 152 (int) demo glider new cond low hrs mauve
trilam LE white MS fluoro yellow & mid blue US must
Ball 651 vario/alt gd cond $450 also
sell $2995 ono will trade also
Cocoon harness incl parachute compartment &
storage pockets $50 ph 03 8366019
XS 14211 (expint) whiteLE & MS (power rib) mid blue
& aqua US fluoro batten pockets as new cond $3500
Bullet Ballistic back-up parachule wilh remole
ono will trade ask for Dermot also
release cable & suspension cable & attachments for
Trike wing World Beater GTR 175 the perfect wing
trike Ige suitable for trikes or hang gliders never been
for your trike or for the bigger pilot blue LE white MS
deployed $750 ph 037301808
pink US gd cond $1300 ono also
Orion 190 x 2 (int) blue LE white MS It blue & blue
Moyes Mission 170 (nov) red LE yellow & white US
US; also red LE white MS yellow & red US $300 ea
v gd cond 20 hrs $2300 also
or buy 2 for $500! ph Steve 057 551724 or 018
Moyes pod harness suil6' red with white back $400
570168
also
High Energy Sports Reserve Parachute never
Moyell XS 155 (exp int) 18 mths old mint cond white
used $350 also
power rib TS white scrim LE yellow & blue US king
Ball 651 vario ex cond $450 ph Andrew 03 8187070
post hang an exc buy $2500 ph 03 2762000 (Alfred
AH
Hospital) ask for Dr Mike Cox
ParagliderFalhawkAthlete (novfint) 19sq m v fast!
pilot weighl 45~5kg low airtime ex cond comes wilh
Paradise harness & back pack $1 600 also
Skywatch wind & flighl speed indicalor (units mph)
hardly used as new comes wilh manual & hang glider
mounl $120 ph 03 4358934 AH
Marll190 (nov) v gd cond $1200 ph 051 346651
GTR Race 162 (int) green LE green & orange US
$1000 ono ph 03 8744346 AH
XS 155 (exp inl) greal cond $1800 no flutters ph 03
5834452 AH

Trikes for sale fully certified BCAR section Siegal 2
sealers
Pegasus XS new
- photo Dave Richards
from $12900 also
Pegasus a new
from $16600 also
Pegasus Quasar
new from $22600
second hand Irikes
available, trade-ins
welcome ph Sky
Cycles P/L 03
5875975
XS 155 (exp inl)
king post high hang
all over fluoro yellow
you will be seen 2
yrs old gd cond
warp LE $1800 ph
Noel 03 8893466
AH, 6912117 BH
Ball 651 vario wilh
neatly mounled
Skywatch ASI &
1112'
compass,
mounling clamp
both ends (no safety

30
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GTR 162 Race (int) green LE green & orange US
$1200 ph 03 8744346 AH

ACT
lTV Meteor 26 sq m approx 20 hrs flight time v gd inl
wing ex cond $1800 ph Pele 06 2472851

WA
Mission 170 (int) lola I airtime 10 hrs ex cond blue LE
yellow & orange US $2000 also
Moyes Pod med black v gd cond $400 also
Uniden UHF hand held Sundowner 005 40 channel
with 2 batteries & charger ex cond $440 ph Glenn 09
4721111
New Falhawk Atoll paraglider med $3600 also
Falhawk XL $3800 also
Bullet back-up ballistic parachute suit trike $1000
gd cond also
Power pack for paraglider JPX twin engine v gd
cond spare propellor $4000 ph John 09 3833137,
018 959897 Perth
Sting XC (inl) only 5 hrs old faired uprights VB &
wheels ex cond white MS mylar LE & TE fluoro red
LE grey apricot & white US looks great $3000 also
Sjostrom varia/altimeter near new only used 3 or 4
times dual batteries & averager case & instructions
$550 also
Moyes Pod black red & while C/W parachute suit
5' 8 ' ~' $600 also
Icom IC406 radio C/W headset switchbox & spare
high power battery $600 ph 09 5278524
Para glider Advance Omega 26 yellow gd cond
$2000 also
Paraglider Advance Omega 26 yellow as new
$2800 also
Para glider Falhawk Apex Mr 110 fluoro pink/rainbow gd cond $ 1900 also
Paraglider Firebird Ninja 27 green/While as new
cond $2700 ph Jiri 09 2551363 •
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PHOTO BY TUMUT & ACELONG TIMES

MOYES DELTA GLIDERS PTY LTD

and
MOYES MICROLITES PTY LTD

LEADING THE WAY
After more than 25 years of lead in g the world in Hang Glider design, the Moyes
Research and D eve lopment team is stronger than ever with the uncomparable
combination of Steve Moyes, Bill Moyes , Tomas Suchanek and Bob Bail ey.
The introdu ction of the Dragonfly, launch dolly and new tow release has taken
aerotowing to new heights. Combined with anyone of the winning gliders from the
full range of Moyes Gliders completes an unbeatable combination.

XL

XR

X!!i

For a brochure call your local
d ea ler or th e factory.

MOYES DELTA GLIDERS PTY LTD
173 Bronte Road , Waverley 2024
Tel (02) 387 5622 • Fax (02) 387 4472

